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Early chart of the Gulfstream from (Franklin, 1786). Illustration by James
Poupard.
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The Florida Gulf-Stream is well known to issue from the Gulf of Mexico;

whose waters, acquiring a higher level by accumulation, are discharged

with great force and velocity through the channel between the southern

Cape of Florida and the Island of Cuba: and, being subsequently op-

posed in front by the Bahama Archipelago, and its banks and shoals,

turns northward, along the coast of North-America, skirting it, at no

great distance, until it is again opposed by the banks of Nantucket and

St. George, which advance far into the ocean, from the shores of New

York and New England. These turn it so decidedly from the coast, that

it never again returns to it; but perseveres in its newly acquired east-

wardly course, through the Atlantic, passing over, or near, the tail of

the Great Bank of Newfoundland, and to a point several degrees beyond

it; when the stream from the Hudson’s and Davis’s Straits appears to

give it a cast to the south-eastward. At this point, although it has made

a course of more than 2,000 nautic miles, it still preserves a velocity of

one mile and a quarter per hour; as also a temperature of 7 to 10 de-

grees of Fahrenheit’s thermometer above the summer temperature of the

surrounding ocean. So vast a body of water, making its way through the

ocean, and carrying a breadth of 100 to 200 miles after its expansion,

and with a velocity of two to 41/2 miles per hour, cannot but materially

affect the course of navigation. It moreover affects it in another way;

for, preserving a great proportion of warmth which it acquired in the

torrid zone, it influences the weather, by communicating its warmth to

the incumbent atmosphere. . .

James Rennell. An investigation

of the currents of the Atlantic ocean. 1832
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Summary

Studies addressing climate variability during the last millennium generally focus
on variables with a direct influence on climate variability, like the fast thermal
response to the varying radiative forcing, or the largescale changes in atmo-
spheric dynamics (e.g. North Atlantic Oscillation). The ocean is characterised by
a delayed response to these radiative changes and produces remarkable climate
impacts, but at longer timescales. Indeed, during the last glacial era, the ocean
is thought to play a central role on the major climate excursions, triggered by
changes in ocean circulation and thereby of the meridional heat transport. Future
projections for the 21th century further underline the importance of the ocean,
given its high heat storage capacity and its active role on the most relevant feed-
back mechanisms that can enhance or modulate the global warming signal (e.g.
polar albedo, slowdown of the ocean circulation).

This work focuses on the last one thousand years, the immediate context
for two future climate projections, and investigates the main aspects of ocean
variability as described by a set of different simulations with the ECHO-G model.
Two particular quantities deserve our attention: the variability of the Atlantic
meridional overturning circulation (AMOC), and the main changes in the ocean
heat content (OHC). Particular emphasis is placed on their response to externally
forced influences and on the potential impact of several well-known modes of
climate variability.

In a first preliminary study, the processes that govern predictability of inter-
nal decadal variations in the AMOC are investigated in a long control simulation
of the ECHO-G atmosphere-ocean coupled model. We elucidate the particular
role of local stochastic forcing by the atmosphere and other potential ocean pro-
cesses, and use the results to build a predictive regression model. The primary
influence on AMOC variability is found to come from air-sea heat fluxes over the
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Eastern Labrador Sea. The maximum correlation between such anomalies and
the variations in the AMOC occurs at a lead time of 2 years, but we demonstrate
that the AMOC integrates the heat flux variations over a period of 10 years.
The corresponding univariate regression model accounts for 74.5% of the total
AMOC variance (after the Ekman component has been removed). Dense anoma-
lies to the south of the Greenland-Scotland ridge are also shown to precede the
overturning variations by 4-6 years, and provide a second predictor. With the in-
clusion of this second predictor the resulting regression model explains 82.8% of
the total variance of the AMOC. This final bivariate model is also tested during
large rapid decadal overturning events. The sign of the rapid change is always
well represented by the bivariate model, but the magnitude is usually underesti-
mated, suggesting that other processes are also important for the occurrence of
these large rapid decadal changes in the AMOC.

The variability of the AMOC is later investigated throughout the period 1000
to 2100 AD with several forced simulations. The main mechanisms responsi-
ble for the AMOC variability at interannual and multidecadal time scales are
described. At high frequencies, the AMOC is directly responding to local wind-
driven changes in the Ekman transport, associated to three different teleconnec-
tion indices: El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO), and the East Atlantic (EA) pattern. At low frequencies, the AMOC is
largely controlled by convection activity south of Greenland. Again, the atmo-
sphere is found to play a leading role on these variations. Positive anomalies of
convection are preceded in 1 year by intensified zonal winds, associated in the
forced runs to a positive NAO-like pattern. The sensitivity of the AMOC to three
different forcing factors is also investigated. The major impact is associated to in-
creasing greenhouse gases (GHG), in keeping with their strong radiative forcing.
Indeed, starting in the Industrial Era and continuing in the future scenarios, the
AMOC experiences a final decrease of up to 40% with respect to the preindustrial
average. Also, a weak but significant AMOC strengthening is found in response
to the major volcanic eruptions, which produce colder and saltier surface condi-
tions over the main convection regions. In contrast, no meaningful impact of the
solar forcing on the AMOC is observed.

Finally, OHC variability is also addressed in the same millennial and future
climate change simulations. When compared to observations, which are available
for the last 55 years, the model tends to overestimate the global trends, and
underestimate the decadal OHC variability. In the context of the last millennium,
the effect of initial trends on the simulated OHC is assessed by establishing a
comparison with proxy reconstructions of sea level (SL). It is observed that the
initial drift is almost negligible in the upper 700 m, but has a remarkable effect
at deeper levels. Thereby the rest of the analysis focuses on the upper ocean.
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At this depth, the main impact associated to the radiative forcing is an OHC
increase at high latitudes. This OHC response is mostly associated to the effect
of volcanoes during the preindustrial era, and to the increasing GHGs in the last
150 years. Yet, at local scales, internal modes of climate variability can dominate
the OHC variations. For instance, upper temperature in the Equatorial Pacific
is controlled by ENSO variability from interannual to multidecadal timescales.
Also, both the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and the Atlantic Multidecadal
Oscillation (AMO) modulate intermittently the interdecadal OHC variability in
the North Pacific and Mid Atlantic, respectively. The NAO, through its influence
on North Atlantic convection and the AMOC strength, also plays an important
role on the OHC at multiple timescales, leading first to a cooling in the Labrador
and Irminger seas, and later on to a North Atlantic warming, through a delayed
influence on the AMO.





Resumen

La Tierra es un planeta predominantemente oceánico, con un 71% de su superficie
cubierta por agua (Grassl, 2001). El océano juega un papel fundamental en el
clima y su variabilidad, aśı como en el transporte y almacenamiento de calor. La
circulación oceánica es responsable de gran parte del transporte global de calor
y agua dulce, y ejerce una influencia significativa en el clima a escalas global y
regional. El océano, además, es una fuente de variabilidad en baja frecuencia,
asociada a procesos de dinámica interna y a interacciones con otras componentes
del sistema climático. También cabe destacar su alta capacidad caloŕıfica (mil
veces mayor a la de la atmósfera), gracias a la cual el océano domina la absorción
de enerǵıa entrante en la Tierra (Levitus et al., 2005a).

En el contexto actual de cambio climático, caracterizado por un desequili-
brio radiativo neto (Hansen et al., 2005), la importancia del océano en el clima
es probablemente mayor. De hecho, variaciones significativas en variables como
la circulación meridiana Atlántica de overturning (AMOC; del inglés Atlantic
meridional overturning circulation) o el contenido de calor oceánico (OHC; del
inglés ocean heat content) pueden llegar a modular o incluso intensificar la res-
puesta global a los gases de efecto invernadero.

La importancia del OHC va más allá de su participación en el balance radia-
tivo terrestre. Aunque la enerǵıa transferida y almacenada en el océano profundo
puede mitigar temporalmente el calentamiento en superficie, un afloramiento pos-
terior por cambios en la dinámica oceánica puede amplificar localmente la res-
puesta en temperatura, y de esta forma modificar los impactos a escala regional.
Además, el calentamiento reciente del océano global contribuye directamente a
la subida del nivel del mar, considerada como uno de los impactos climáticos glo-
bales más importantes a afrontar durante las próximas décadas (Grinsted et al.,
2010). Otros procesos, como la formación de agua profunda o la desintegración
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de la capa de hielo oceánico, son también sensibles a variaciones en el contenido
de calor oceánico (Hansen et al., 2005).

Asimismo, la AMOC es un factor clave para comprender el clima del He-
misferio Norte, debido a su papel fundamental en el transporte y redistribución
de enerǵıa desde los trópicos, contribuyendo aśı a suavizar las temperaturas en
Europa occidental. La AMOC, además, está relacionada con la Oscilación Multi-
decadal del Atlántico (AMO; del inglés Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation), aso-
ciada a su vez con variabilidad multidecadal en distintas regiones del globo. Por
ejemplo, la AMO ha sido vinculada con las temperaturas y precipitaciones de
verano de Europa y Norte América, con la formación de huracanes en el océano
Atlántico o con las seqúıas del Sahel (Sutton and Hodson, 2005; Knight et al.,
2006; Zhang and Delworth, 2006, 2007).

Dada la importancia de la AMOC en el clima, y en particular en el Atlántico
Norte, cabe esperar que variaciones en su intensidad o en sus caracteŕısticas
puedan conllevar variaciones climáticas considerables. En este sentido, el calen-
tamiento global antropogénico afectaŕıa a la circulación de dos maneras: pro-
duciendo un calentamiento de la superficie oceánica y modificando el transporte
de vapor de agua hacia las altas latitudes. Ambos efectos conduciŕıan a un mismo
resultado: un descenso de la densidad de las aguas superficiales en el Atlántico
Norte, que podŕıa conllevar una disminución en la formación de agua profunda,
y de esta forma debilitar la intensidad de la AMOC.

Por tanto, surge la necesidad de entender mejor cuales son los mecanismos
que gobiernan la variabilidad y predictibilidad de la AMOC en el contexto de
clima presente, y de investigar cómo se ven afectados por las condiciones de
cambio climático futuro. La variabilidad natural de la AMOC ha sido amplia-
mente estudiada en simulaciones de control bajo condiciones del clima actual en
diversos modelos de circulación general con atmósfera y océano acoplados (Del-
worth et al., 1993; Timmermann et al., 1998; Delworth and Greatbatch, 2000;
Vellinga and Wu, 2004; Latif et al., 2004; Dong and Sutton, 2005; Knight et al.,
2005; Jungclaus et al., 2005; Mignot and Frankignoul, 2005; Hawkins and Sut-
ton, 2007). Estos estudios han permitido identificar varios mecanismos operando
desde la escala interanual a la secular. La variabilidad interanual de la AMOC
está dominada principalmente por el efecto del viento en superficie, que produce
cambios en el transporte de Ekman y en la cizalladura vertical del flujo meridiano
(Eden and Willebrand, 2001; Vellinga and Wu, 2004; Mignot and Frankignoul,
2005; Hirschi et al., 2007; Cabanes et al., 2008). Los cambios en los reǵımenes de
viento están a su vez relacionados con modos de variabilidad climática como la
Oscilación del Atlántico Norte (NAO; del inglés North Atlantic Oscillation) o El
Niño-Oscilación del Sur (ENSO; del inglés El Niño-Southern Oscillation).
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En contraste, la variabilidad interdecadal y secular de la AMOC está nor-
malmente caracterizada por una respuesta retardada del overturning a cambios
de la densidad superficial en las regiones de formación de agua profunda (e.g.
Delworth et al., 1993; Timmermann et al., 1998; Delworth et al., 2002; Dong and
Sutton, 2005). Sin embargo, tanto el origen como las escalas de tiempo de estos
cambios suelen diferir de un modelo a otro. Por ejemplo, Delworth et al. (1993)
describen una oscilación amortiguada de 50 años para el modelo GFDL, en la
que un debilitamiento de la AMOC conduce a un descenso de la temperatura en
latitudes subpolares del Atlántico Norte, aumentando la densidad en la región
y de esta forma reforzando la intensidad del giro subpolar. Esta intensificación
lleva consigo un aumento del transporte de anomaĺıas de densidad a la región
de convección, estableciendo aśı el mecanismo para el cambio de fase en la os-
cilación. Una oscilación parecida ha sido descrita por Dong and Sutton (2005)
para el modelo HacCM3, aunque con una escala de tiempo sensiblemente menor
(25 años). En un estudio complementario con la misma simulación del modelo
HadCM3, Vellinga and Wu (2004) describen una oscilación secular, en la que
la intensidad de la AMOC está ligada a desplazamientos de la zona de conver-
gencia intertropical. Como último ejemplo, un mecanismo distinto, observado en
los modelos HadCM3 (Hawkins and Sutton, 2007) y ECHAM5/MPI-OM (Jung-
claus et al., 2005), relaciona las variaciones de la AMOC con descargas de agua
dulce desde el Océano Ártico hacia las regiones de convección. No está claro, no
obstante, hasta qué punto estos mecanismos son representativos de la realidad, y
tampoco si se veŕıan modificados por la influencia del forzamiento externo, que
también puede modificar potencialmente las condiciones locales de densidad en
las regiones de formación de agua profunda.

El último milenio destaca por ser uno de los periodos más relevantes para
poner en contexto los cambios climáticos de origen antrópico, pues comprende
un rango de variabilidad natural compatible con las condiciones actuales de forza-
miento externo natural, que permite aśı establecer si tendencias similares a las
del calentamiento actual han tenido lugar durante la era preindustrial. Además,
este periodo destaca por el número de reconstrucciones (e.g. Briffa et al., 1998;
Jones et al., 1998; Mann et al., 1999; Crowley and Lowery, 2000; Esper et al.,
2002) y simulaciones (e.g. González-Rouco et al., 2003b; Stendel et al., 2006; Tett
et al., 2007; Swingedouw et al., 2010; Hofer et al., 2011) climáticas disponibles,
y también por tener estimaciones de los principales factores de forzamiento ex-
terno con una buena resolución temporal (e.g. Lean et al., 1995; Etheridge et al.,
1996; Bard et al., 2000; Crowley, 2000). Sin embargo, la mayoŕıa de los estudios
realizados se centran en variables que responden directamente a los cambios en
el forzamiento radiativo, como el promedio de temperaturas en superficie. Sólo
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Swingedouw et al. (2010) y Hofer et al. (2011) analizan algunos aspectos de la in-
fluencia del forzamiento en la AMOC, ambos en simulaciones forzadas del último
milenio, aunque con resultados bien diferentes. Por un lado, la simulación con el
modelo CNRM-CM3.3 (Swingedouw et al., 2010) muestra un impacto significa-
tivo de la variabilidad solar en la NAO, que a su vez afecta a la intensidad de la
AMOC varios años después. Por el otro lado, el estudio con el modelo CCSM3
(Hofer et al., 2011) concluye que la variabilidad de la AMOC no muestra una
respuesta clara a los cambios en el forzamiento externo. Entender el origen de
estas discrepancias no es fácil, dado que existen claras diferencias en la configu-
ración de los modelos y en los factores de forzamiento externo considerados en
cada caso. Para esclarecer la importancia de los distintos forzamientos, y sus im-
pactos potenciales, es necesario ampliar los estudios anteriores a nuevos registros
climáticos.

Objetivos

El objetivo fundamental de esta tesis es profundizar en la comprensión de la
variabilidad oceánica, y más en particular de la circulación y el contenido de
calor oceánicos, durante el último milenio y en dos escenarios de cambio climático.
Previamente, se analizan los procesos fundamentales que determinan la formación
de agua profunda y su predictibilidad en un contexto de variabilidad climática
natural. También se investiga la respuesta a los distintos factores de forzamiento
externo, distinguiendo los impactos potenciales que cada uno de ellos ejerce en las
dos variables de estudio. Un último objetivo es determinar la influencia de otros
modos o mecanismos de variabilidad interna sobre la intensidad de la AMOC por
un lado, y sobre los cambios locales y globales en el contenido de calor por el otro.
Este tipo de exploración se enmarca en el contexto de los llamados estudios de
impacto y va a estar supeditado a la metodoloǵıa y al tipo de registros utilizados
durante nuestro estudio.

Aproximación metodológica

El estudio del clima del pasado se basa en la integración y comparación de distin-
tas fuentes de información. En el caso del océano, y en especial para las variables
de interés, las medidas instrumentales son muy recientes, y por tanto las series
disponibles son cortas. Además, la cobertura espacial es también muy limitada.
Más allá del periodo observacional existen medidas indirectas o proxy, que ex-
traen información climática de otros registros con mayor alcance temporal. Sin
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embargo, no conocemos ninguna reconstrucción de este tipo que esté directa-
mente relacionada con la variabilidad de la circulación Atlántica o del contenido
de calor. En este contexto, las simulaciones con modelos climáticos juegan un
papel fundamental. En comparación con los registros proxy, las simulaciones pre-
sentan una cobertura espacial completa en tres dimensiones, tienen consistencia
f́ısica y además son relativamente independientes de las observaciones. Para poder
realizar simulaciones representativas del último milenio, es necesario incluir es-
timaciones de los forzamientos externos más importantes durante ese periodo.
En nuestro caso, se han tenido en cuenta las variaciones de la irradiancia solar,
el efecto radiativo de los aerosoles volcánicos, y las concentraciones de gases de
efecto invernadero. No se han incluido ni los cambios en la cubierta vegetal, ni
el efecto de los aerosoles atmosféricos de origen antrópico. Ambos forzamientos
probablemente producen un atenuamiento de las tendencias de calentamiento en
los siglos XX y XXI (Bauer et al., 2003; Osborn et al., 2006).

Para este estudio se ha utilizado el modelo de circulación general ECHO-G
(Legutke and Voss, 1999), compuesto por la componente atmosférica ECHAM-4
(Roeckner et al., 1996) de resolución T30 y 19 niveles verticales, y la compo-
nente oceánica HOPE-G (Wolff et al., 1997), que tiene 20 niveles de profundidad
y una resolución horizontal de ca. 2.8◦ x 2.8◦ con una discretización más fina
en las regiones tropicales. Durante el desarrollo de la tesis se han analizado seis
simulaciones diferentes realizadas con el modelo ECHO-G: dos simulaciones de
control de mil años (CTRL1 y CTRL2), dos simulaciones forzadas del último
milenio que cubren el periodo 1000 a 1990 AD (FOR1 y FOR2) y dos experi-
mentos forzados de escenarios de futuro desde 1990 hasta 2100 (A2 y B2). Estos
experimentos se han utilizado y validado previamente en numerosos estudios
(González-Rouco et al., 2003a,b, 2006, 2009; von Storch et al., 2004; Zorita et al.,
2003, 2005; Beltrami et al., 2006; Gouirand et al., 2007a,b; Stevens et al., 2007).
Tanto en CTRL1 como en CTRL2 se ha mantenido un mismo forzamiento ex-
terno constante con valores correspondientes al clima actual ([CO2]=353 ppm;
[CH4]=1,720 ppb; [N2O]=310 ppb; constante solar=1.365 W/m2). La principal
diferencia es que CTRL1 se realizó en una versión del modelo anterior a la del
resto de simulaciones. En CTRL2 y las simulaciones forzadas el código de la
componente atmosférica fue traducido de f77 a f90, y la máquina se cambió de
Cray C90 a NEC SX-6. Aunque en principio estos cambios no debeŕıan introducir
ninguna diferencia en los climas de control simulados, en vista de las diferencias
observadas durante el análisis (ver Figura 6.1) otros cambios adicionales en la
configuración del modelo no pueden descartarse. En las dos integraciones del
último milenio se ha aplicado un forzamiento idéntico, obtenido a partir de ob-
servaciones y de evidencia indirecta (ver Figura 2.2). Las condiciones iniciales
de FOR1 se toman del año 100 en CTRL2 y las de FOR2 del año 1700 AD en
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FOR1. Durante los primeros 100 años de ambas simulaciones se va cambiando
paulatinamente el forzamiento hasta alcanzar los valores estimados del año 1000
AD. Se observa que las condiciones iniciales en FOR1 son más cálidas que en
FOR2 y están por encima de lo habitual en otras simulaciones de control con
forzamiento actual. Esto hace que los primeros siglos de FOR1 parezcan estar
afectados por un desequilibrio inicial (Goosse et al., 2005; Osborn et al., 2006)
que ha de tenerse en cuenta en la interpretación de los resultados. Las dos si-
mulaciones de futuro utilizan como condición inicial el estado simulado en FOR1
para el año 1990 AD.

Aportaciones fundamentales

A continuación se detallan los objetivos parciales que se tratan en cada caṕıtulo.

• Caṕıtulo 3: Predictibilidad de la formación de agua profunda en el Atlántico
Norte

En este caṕıtulo se investigan las principales regiones y procesos que con-
tribuyen a la formación de agua profunda y, por tanto, a la variabilidad de la
AMOC en el modelo. Para este análisis se utiliza la simulación de control de
mil años CTRL1. De esta manera, se pueden identificar los mecanismos de
variabilidad natural independientes del forzamiento externo que ejercen una
influencia sobre la AMOC. En particular, se intenta cuantificar la influencia
en la formación de agua profunda del forzamiento estocástico de la atmósfera
y de otros procesos no locales. El objetivo último es identificar nuevos pre-
dictores potenciales para desarrollar un modelo predictivo de regresión de la
intensidad de la AMOC en el modelo. Este modelo de regresión se evalúa
a continuación durante los episodios de variaciones rápidas e intensas de la
AMOC (tanto debilitamientos como intensificaciones) y también se determi-
nan los impactos climáticos correspondientes.
Los resultados más importantes de este caṕıtulo de la Tesis han sido publica-
dos en Ortega et al. (2011b).

• Caṕıtulo 4: Variabilidad de la circulación Atlántica meridiana de overturning
en el periodo 1000 a 2100 AD

Este caṕıtulo desarrolla un estudio complementario enfocado en la variabili-
dad forzada de la AMOC, basado en el análisis de dos simulaciones del último
milenio (FOR1 y FOR2) y dos escenarios de futuro (A2 y B2). En este caso,
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por compatibilidad con las simulaciones forzadas, la simulación de control
que se utiliza de referencia es CTRL2. Este conjunto de experimentos per-
mite una comparación directa entre los aspectos generales de la variabilidad
forzada y no forzada de la AMOC. Además se han considerado dos objetivos
adicionales. El primero es investigar los mecanismos responsables de la va-
riabilidad de la AMOC a escalas interanual e interdecadal, manteniendo una
atención especial en las diferencias introducidas por el forzamiento. Final-
mente, se realiza un análisis individualizado del impacto de cada uno de los
factores de forzamiento sobre el océano, y más en particular sobre la AMOC.
Los resultados más importantes de este caṕıtulo de la Tesis han sido publica-
dos en Ortega et al. (2011c).

• Caṕıtulo 5: Variabilidad del contenido de calor oceánico en el último milenio
y dos escenarios del IPCC

En este caṕıtulo se realiza un análisis análogo al del caṕıtulo anterior, pero en-
focado en la variabilidad forzada y no forzada del contenido de calor oceánico.
Para esta variable el efecto de las condiciones iniciales se hace patente durante
varios siglos (ver Figura 5.6). Por tanto, en un primer paso, las simulaciones
son comparadas con otros registros disponibles para el último milenio (ob-
servaciones y reconstrucciones proxy) de variables relacionadas con el OHC,
como el aumento del nivel del mar. Asimismo, en los últimos 50 años, el con-
tenido de calor simulado es comparado con las observaciones. A continuación
se investigan los impactos globales correspondientes a los distintos factores de
forzamiento externo, y las contribuciones locales de varios modos de variabili-
dad climática natural con una influencia significativa en las temperaturas de
superficie: ENSO, la Oscilación Decadal del Paćıfico (PDO; del inglés Pacific
Decadal Oscillation), la AMO y la NAO. El objetivo último de este análisis es
avanzar en la comprensión de los procesos que potencialmente pueden modu-
lar o incluso mitigar el calentamiento reciente de los océanos (Levitus et al.,
2000).
Los resultados más importantes de este caṕıtulo se encuentran en proceso de
redacción para su posterior publicación (Ortega et al., 2011a).

Conclusiones más relevantes

Este trabajo ha contribuido a comprender mejor la variabilidad de la AMOC y
el OHC en el contexto de los últimos mil años, un periodo en el que las fuentes
proxy proporcionan un conocimiento limitado de ambas variables. Los resultados
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y conclusiones más importantes de esta Tesis se destacan y detallan a continua-
ción:

La predictibilidad de la formación de agua profunda, y por tanto de la AMOC,
está controlada en su mayor parte en CTRL1 por la integración de flujos de calor
en el Atlántico Norte. Se ha desarrollado un modelo de predicción de la intensi-
dad de la AMOC, basado en dos predictores diferentes. El primero está asociado
con la asimilación por el océano de flujos persistentes de calor desde la atmósfera
en la región del mar de Labrador. Esta influencia local es integrada por el océano
durante los 10 años precedentes a las variaciones de la AMOC, llegando a explicar
más de un 70% de la variabilidad de la circulación cuando se filtra la señal de
Ekman. El segundo predictor explica un 10% adicional de varianza y está rela-
cionado con la acumulación de anomaĺıas positivas de densidad al este del mar
de Irminger, a su vez relacionadas con cambios locales en el giro subtropical y
con la descarga de flujos de agua dulce desde los mares del Norte.

El modelo predictivo de regresión es capaz de reproducir las variaciones
rápidas e intensas más importantes de la AMOC. Sin embargo, el análisis revela
que otros métodos alternativos para la selección de predictores pueden llegar a
mejorar la representación de estos episodios. Los cambios rápidos e intensos de
la AMOC están bien descritos por el primer predictor, aunque normalmente su
magnitud está sobreestimada. En cambio, la contribución del segundo predictor
apenas es significativa. Esto indica que otros procesos no incluidos en el modelo
de regresión pueden estar jugando un papel importante en el desarrollo de estas
transiciones rápidas de la intensidad de la AMOC. También se ha observado que
existe una asimetŕıa tanto en la ocurrencia como en los impactos asociados a los
debilitamientos e intensificaciones rápidas de la AMOC. Por tanto, un análisis
por separado de los aumentos y disminuciones más importantes puede ayudar a
la identificación de nuevos predictores para el modelo de regresión.

En las otras simulaciones con el modelo ECHO-G el viento domina la va-
riabilidad de la AMOC tanto en alta como en baja frecuencia. La variabilidad
interanual de la AMOC está controlada en gran parte por variaciones en el trans-
porte de Ekman, vinculadas a su vez a cambios en tres modos de variabilidad
climática bien conocidos: ENSO, la NAO y el patrón del Atlántico Este (EA; del
inglés East Atlantic). En las escalas de tiempo decadal a secular la variabilidad de
la AMOC responde a cambios en la convección profunda del mar de Labrador,
favorecidos por un enfriamiento local forzado por el viento. En el caso de las
simulaciones forzadas del último milenio, estos cambios en el reǵımen de vien-
tos están modulados en última instancia por variaciones de la NAO. Además, el
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forzamiento atmosférico produce una disminución local en el contenido de calor
oceánico, tanto en las simulaciones como en las observaciones.

Otros modos de variabilidad climática natural también pueden producir cam-
bios destacables en el contenido de calor oceánico en superficie. Además del efecto
de la NAO descrito anteriormente, se ha observado que la variabilidad de ENSO
y la PDO se relaciona respectivamente con un calentamiento tropical y un enfria-
miento extratropical en el océano Paćıfico. En el Atlántico, la AMO está asociada
con un incremento del OHC en latitudes medias. Sin embargo, es preciso destacar
que las escalas de tiempo en que cada uno de los modos ejerce su influencia son
significativamente distintas. Mientras que ENSO domina la variabilidad local del
OHC a todas las escalas, tanto la PDO como la AMO producen impactos inter-
mitentes en el OHC, en su mayor parte a escalas de tiempo multidecadales.

Los mecanismos e interacciones previamente descritos son caracteŕısticos de
las simulaciones analizadas y deben interpretarse dentro del marco de las limita-
ciones y particularidades del modelo ECHO-G. Por tanto, no se pueden establecer
inferencias sobre las regiones, los mecanismos y las escalas de tiempo descritas
hasta obtener evidencias adicionales de otros modelos y reconstrucciones paleo-
climáticas. La representación de la dinámica oceánica y por extensión de la for-
mación de agua profunda está constreñida por la limitada resolución del modelo,
insuficiente para resolver la formación de eddies. El modelo infraestima variables
como la intensidad del giro subpolar (∼15 Sv) o el rebosamiento a través de
la dorsal de Groenlandia-Islandia-Escocia (0-3 Sv, ver Figuras 3.1 y 4.1), ambas
claramente por debajo del rango de valores observados de 6 Sv (Olsen et al., 2008)
y 25 a 40 Sv (Clarke, 1984; Reynaud et al., 1995; Bacon, 1997), respectivamente.
Como consecuencia de los distintos procesos no resueltos, las escalas de tiempo
t́ıpicas de los mecanismos descritos pueden estar sobreestimadas. De hecho, la
propagación latitudinal de anomaĺıas del overturning es significativamente más
rápida en modelos que permiten la formación de eddies (Getzlaff et al., 2005). A
pesar de todas las incertidumbres, los resultados descritos son f́ısicamente consis-
tentes, y por tanto ilustran procesos y mecanismos que potencialmente pueden
ser importantes para la variabilidad oceánica.

Los impactos más importantes identificados en este estudio corresponden a la
influencia de los gases de efecto invernadero. Con el comienzo de la era industrial
la AMOC experimenta un debilitamiento progresivo, que supone una reducción
de un 40% con respecto al promedio preindustrial al final de los escenarios de
futuro. Este debilitamiento responde a una reducción de la evaporación y a un
aumento de la precipitación en altas latitudes, ambas contribuyendo a su vez a
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una disminución de la convección en el mar de Labrador. Esta estimación se en-
cuentra dentro del rango de otras proyecciones de futuro con diferentes modelos
climáticos (Schmittner et al., 2005; Schneider et al., 2007). Además, las simula-
ciones de futuro predicen un aumento del nivel del mar por expansión térmica
de 0.14 a 0.17 m durante el siglo XXI. El resto de contribuciones (por fusión de
glaciares y de la capa de hielo continental) no están representadas en el modelo. La
comparación con observaciones del nivel del mar en los últimos 200 años sugiere
que la expansión térmica simulada por el modelo representa un sexto del aumento
total del nivel del mar. Si asumimos que esta relación se mantiene durante el siglo
XXI, la suma de todas las contribuciones al nivel del mar total seŕıa del orden de
un metro, muy por encima de los valores predichos en el 4◦ informe de evaluación
del Panel Intergubernamental sobre Cambio Climático (Meehl et al., 2007), pero
en mejor acuerdo con los estudios más recientes (Rahmstorf, 2007; Pfeffer et al.,
2008; Vermeer and Rahmstorf, 2009; Grinsted et al., 2010; Jevrejeva et al., 2010).
Los procesos no representados por el modelo, como la fusión de hielo continental,
pueden a su vez afectar a la representación de otras variables, como la intensidad
de la AMOC. Por ejemplo, los cambios de agua dulce asociados a una fusión total
o parcial de la capa de hielo de Groenlandia pueden potencialmente reducir la
formación de agua profunda, y de esta forma acelerar el debilitamiento simulado
de la AMOC para las próximas décadas.

Del resto de forzamientos, los volcanes tienden a mostrar un impacto mayor
que los cambios en la actividad solar. Durante el periodo preindustrial, el forza-
miento volcánico domina la respuesta radiativa global desde la escala interanual a
la multidecadal (ver Figura 5.14). En comparación, la irradiancia solar muestra un
impacto considerablemente menor. En las simulaciones con el modelo ECHO-G,
la señal de enfriamiento asociada a los volcanes penetra paulatinamente en el
océano, donde persiste durante al menos una decada (ver Figura 4.13). La in-
tegración de esta señal durante periodos de intenso volcanismo (e.g. 1150-1300
AD) produce cambios multidecadales de temperatura en la superficie del océano,
afectando también al contenido de calor global. En las regiones de convección,
este enfriamiento en superficie favorece la formación de agua profunda, llegando
incluso a provocar una ligera intensificación de la célula de la AMOC (ver Figura
4.11-b). Esta respuesta dinámica no se observa para los cambios en la irradiancia
solar.

En los análisis de la respuesta forzada (Caṕıtulos 4 y 5) las fuentes principales
de incertidumbre son las reconstrucciones consideradas, las metodoloǵıas apli-
cadas y la resolución del modelo. Las estimaciones más recientes han disminuido
el rango de varibilidad solar desde el mı́nimo de Maunder hasta el presente en un
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factor de 2 a 4 (Wang et al., 2005; Krivova et al., 2007; Tapping et al., 2007) en
comparación con los valores usados para este estudio (Lean et al., 1995; Crowley,
2000). Para estas nuevas reconstrucciones, la respuesta global en temperaturas
es significativamente menor, y por tanto los impactos en el OHC y la AMOC
debeŕıan también ser menores. Cabe también destacar que la señal volcánica se
ha incluido como una modulación directa de la constante solar global, sin tener
en cuenta la distribución latitudinal. Esta aproximación no es la más realista. Sin
embargo, otros trabajos que analizan la respuesta del océano a erupciones de gran
intensidad (e.g. Tambora, Pinatubo, Krakatoa) también identifican una señal de
enfriamiento en profundidad, que persiste durante varias decadas (Gleckler et al.,
2006a,b), y que, igual que en el modelo ECHO-G, puede llegar a tener un impacto
significativo en la AMOC (Stenchikov et al., 2009). Finalmente, queda abierto el
interrogante de hasta qué punto es realista la respuesta simulada de la AMOC
al incremento de gases de efecto invernadero, teniendo en cuenta las incertidum-
bres en las emisiones futuras (Nakicenovic et al., 2000) y la complejidad de los
mecanismos de feedback involucrados.
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Introduction

The ocean is a major component of the Earth’s climate system, occupying over
71% of the total surface, and playing a crucial role in heat transport and storage
as well as in climate variability. The ocean circulation is responsible for a large
amount of the global freshwater and heat transport, and thus can have an impor-
tant effect on climate at regional and global scales. Through internal dynamics
and interactions with other components of the climate system the ocean gener-
ates variability from seasonal to decadal and longer timescales thus acting as a
source of low-frequency variability (Hasselmann, 1976; Frankignoul and Hassel-
mann, 1977). Also, due to its high heat capacity (a thousand times larger than
that of the atmosphere) about 84% of the total increase in heat content from
1955 to 1998 has been stored in the ocean (Levitus et al., 2005a).

In the present context of climate change, characterised by a net radiative
imbalance (Hansen et al., 2005), the role of the ocean becomes of paramount
importance since the global temperature response may be modulated by local
changes in key quantities such as the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation
(AMOC) or the ocean heat content (OHC). This chapter focuses specifically in
three aspects that are relevant to provide a context for this thesis: first, the pro-
cesses controlling AMOC variability, and the potential climate impacts (Section
1.1); second, the relevance of this variable for climate predictability (Section 1.2);
and finally, the influence of ocean heat content in climate (Section 1.3).



2 1 Introduction

1.1 Mechanisms of AMOC variability and their role in
climate

The AMOC is a key factor for understanding the climate of the Northern Hemi-
sphere by virtue of its role in the Earth’s energy balance and its contribution
to climate variability. Atlantic northward ocean heat transport peaks at about
1 PW (1015W) in the northern tropics (e.g. Trenberth and Caron, 2001). A sub-
stantial amount of this heat is conveyed by the deep and intermediate overturning
circulation (e.g. Talley, 2003), which thereby contributes to temper the climate
in northwestern Europe.

Fig. 1.1: Idealized latitudinal section of the zonally averaged Atlantic Meridional
Overturning Circulation (Figure from: Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007).

An schematic picture of the zonally-averaged AMOC is illustrated in Figure
1.1. The AMOC strength is controlled by deep water formation (DWF) in the
North Atlantic, which accounts for the contribution of deep convection in the
Labrador and Irminger Seas (Marshall and Schott, 1999; Pickart et al., 2003),
and an overflow of dense waters through the Greenland-Scottland ridge, driven by
convection in the Nordic Seas (Hansen and Østerhus, 2000). North Atlantic Deep
Water (NADW; Figure 1.1) moves southward in depth, reaching the Southern
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Ocean where it upwells through the combined effect of wind-driven Ekman forcing
and diapycnal mixing (Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007). The overturning cell is closed by
surface ocean currents along the western Atlantic boundary, transporting warm
and salty waters all the way from the Equator to the NADW regions, where they
cool and densify, thus helping to maintain North Atlantic convection. A similar
overturning cell formed by Antarctic Bottom Waters (AABW) and driven by
deep convection in the Ross and Weddell seas spreads near the bottom below the
NADW cell. In the other basins, no deep water formation takes places and ocean
currents are mostly wind-driven. The idealized diagram of the large-scale ocean
circulation, usually called as the ocean ‘conveyor belt’ (Broecker, 1987), is shown
in Figure 1.2.

Fig. 1.2: Simplified scheme of the global-scale ocean circulation. Surface ocean
currents are represented in red, deep flows in light blue, and bottom flows in
dark blue lines. Deep water formation regions are represented by the yellow spots
(Figure from: Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007).

Through its interaction with the atmosphere, the AMOC has been shown
to account for a significant part of surface climate variability on interannual
and, to a larger extent, on decadal and multidecadal time scales. A number of
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studies suggest an active role of the AMOC in shaping Atlantic and Pacific mul-
tidecadal variability (Delworth and Mann, 2000; Kerr, 2000; Wu and Gordon,
2002; Sutton and Hodson, 2003; Dong et al., 2006). The AMOC is thought to
be linked to the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation (AMO; Kushnir, 1994; Del-
worth and Mann, 2000; Kerr, 2000; Knight et al., 2005), which has in turn been
related to widespread regional multidecadal variability, like Atlantic hurricane ac-
tivity, summer temperature and precipitation anomalies across Europe and North
America, or droughts in the Sahel (Sutton and Hodson, 2005; Knight et al., 2006;
Zhang and Delworth, 2006, 2007). Furthermore, climate model studies suggest
that Atlantic sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are linked to decadal and inter-
decadal variations of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO; Wu and Gordon, 2002;
Sutton and Hodson, 2003), and contribute as well to a multidecadal modulation
of El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) variance (Dong et al., 2006). Likewise,
Timmermann et al. (2007) and Dong and Sutton (2007) report enhanced ENSO
interannual variability and stronger asymmetry between El Niño and La Niña
events as a response to a weakening in the AMOC strength.

Given the evidence that the AMOC may contribute to climate variability at
multiple time scales, there is increasing interest in understanding the origins of
its own variability and investigating its possible response to climate change con-
ditions. Natural AMOC variability has been widely studied through the use of
control simulations under current climate conditions performed with atmosphere-
ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs; Delworth et al., 1993; Timmermann
et al., 1998; Delworth and Greatbatch, 2000; Vellinga and Wu, 2004; Latif et al.,
2004; Dong and Sutton, 2005; Knight et al., 2005; Jungclaus et al., 2005; Mignot
and Frankignoul, 2005; Hawkins and Sutton, 2007). These studies have led to the
identification of several modes of ocean variability operating from interannual to
centennial time scales. AMOC interannual variability is found to be mainly dom-
inated by surface wind-stress variations, through changes in both the Ekman
transport and the vertical shear of the meridional flow (Eden and Willebrand,
2001; Vellinga and Wu, 2004; Mignot and Frankignoul, 2005; Hirschi et al., 2007;
Cabanes et al., 2008). These wind variations are in turn related to modes of cli-
mate variability such as NAO and ENSO. In contrast, interdecadal to centennial
variability in the AMOC is characterised by a delayed response of the overturning,
usually forced by near surface density anomalies in the NADW formation regions
(e.g. Delworth et al., 1993; Timmermann et al., 1998; Delworth et al., 2002;
Dong and Sutton, 2005). The origin of these anomalies differs from one model to
another, also producing differences in the dominant time scales of AMOC vari-
ability. For instance, Delworth et al. (1993) presented a 50-yr damped oscillation
in a 600-yr control simulation with the GFDL model, in which a weakening of the
AMOC was found to lead to lower temperatures in the subpolar North Atlantic,
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thereby enhancing density in the region and leading to a strengthening of the
subpolar gyre. The strengthened subpolar gyre contributed in turn to increase
the transport of salinity anomalies to the convection region, thus establishing a
mechanism for phase reversal. This mechanism was later found as well by Dong
and Sutton (2005) in a 1000-yr control run with the HadCM3 model, albeit with
a shorter time scale (25 yr). A complementary analysis with an extended 1600
yr long version of the same HadCM3 control run was performed by Vellinga
and Wu (2004) to identify centennial oscillations. They found a secular mode in
which variations in the AMOC strength led to shifts in the Intertropical Con-
vergence Zone (ITCZ) location and thereby to the formation of tropical salinity
anomalies. These anomalies were subsequently advected to the North Atlantic,
causing a lagged response of the AMOC that contributed to restore the initial
ITCZ position. A different multidecadal mechanism has been observed in the
same HadCM3 control run (Hawkins and Sutton, 2007) as well as in a 500 yr
control simulation with the ECHAM5/MPI-OM model (Jungclaus et al., 2005).
Both simulations identify an internal mode with overturning variability driven by
freshwater discharges from the Artic Ocean that modulate the convective activity
in the deep water formation regions. In the HadCM3 model, convection happens
most actively in the Nordic Seas region and generates overturning variability in a
range of time scales, from multidecadal to centennial. In the ECHAM5/MPI-OM
simulation most deep convection variability takes place near the Labrador Sea,
where the freshwater export from the Arctic leads to a fluctuation of 70-80 years.
Moreover, Guemas and Salas-Mélia (2008) have analysed a 400 yr long prein-
dustrial control simulation with the CNRM-CM3 model, where the overturning
strength also responds to North Atlantic convective forcing on time scales of 5 to
10 years. They find that convection variability is controlled by the NAO in the
Labrador Sea, and is favoured by intensified northerly winds in the Greenland-
Iceland-Norwegian (GIN) and Irminger Seas.

Interestingly, modes of interdecadal AMOC variability can be also observed
in simple, idealized models (e.g. Weaver and Sarachik, 1991; Saravanan and
McWilliams, 1997; Colin de Verdière and Huck, 1999; Te Raa and Dijkstra,
2002). For example, Colin de Verdière and Huck (1999) and Te Raa and Dijkstra
(2002) describe an oscillation mechanism based on an interplay between zonal
and meridional temperature gradients that produce in turn meridional and zonal
overturning responses. A recent attempt to reconcile mechanisms from models
with evidence from observations is made in Frankcombe et al. (2010). They com-
pare several observational datasets and a long control simulation performed with
the GFDL CM2.1 model and identify two predominant modes of North Atlantic
multidecadal variability, operating at 20-30 and 50-70 years, respectively. The
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first mode is related to internal AMOC variability and is characterised by west-
ward propagation of subsurface anomalies, similar to that already described by
Colin de Verdière and Huck (1999) and Te Raa and Dijkstra (2002). The sec-
ond mode is mainly related to both interdecadal atmospheric forcing and ocean
exchange processes from the Arctic to the Atlantic, with a major role of salin-
ity. However, given the short time span of the observational datasets, their work
could only identify a few climate cycles. Further insight into the processes re-
sponsible for AMOC multidecadal variability is important for the assessment of
decadal predictability and also for discriminating anthropogenic climate change
from natural climate variability in the next decades (Dong and Sutton, 2005;
Keenlyside et al., 2008).

A most relevant context for the assessment of current and future climate
change is the last millennium, which encompasses a range of natural variability
compatible with the current natural external forcing conditions. This is the pe-
riod with more climate reconstructions (e.g. Briffa et al., 1998; Jones et al., 1998;
Mann et al., 1999; Crowley and Lowery, 2000; Esper et al., 2002) and simula-
tions (e.g. González-Rouco et al., 2003b; Stendel et al., 2006; Tett et al., 2007;
Swingedouw et al., 2010), and better resolved estimates of the forcing factors
(e.g. Lean et al., 1995; Etheridge et al., 1996; Bard et al., 2000; Crowley, 2000).
Nevertheless, studies addressing externally forced AMOC variability within this
period are scarce (e.g. Hofer et al., 2011; Swingedouw et al., 2010). Better known
is the AMOC response to increasing greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations in
the context of future climate change simulations (Cubasch et al., 2001; Thorpe
et al., 2001; Gregory et al., 2005; Schmittner et al., 2005; Meehl et al., 2007;
Drijfhout and Hazeleger, 2007; Drijfhout et al., 2008). According to most simu-
lations (Cubasch et al., 2001; Meehl et al., 2007), temperature and precipitation
are expected to increase at high-latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere through-
out the 21st century, both likely contributing to a weakening of the AMOC. In
fact, all the experiments including an increase of anthropogenic emissions sup-
port this weakening, although none of them simulates a complete collapse by the
end of the current century (Gregory et al., 2005; Schmittner et al., 2005; Meehl
et al., 2007). Another feature observed in some future scenario projections is a
shallowing of the overturning cell that is simultaneous to a northward shift of
DWF regions (Drijfhout et al., 2008).

Yet, the influence of natural forcing factors (e.g. volcanic aerosols and solar
irradiance) on AMOC variability remains unclear (Zorita et al., 2004; Stendel
et al., 2006; Stenchikov et al., 2009; Swingedouw et al., 2010; Ottera et al., 2010).
A better understanding of such potential impacts is important, since these could
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modulate the AMOC response to the GHG forcing. Also, an assessment of past
AMOC variability throughout the last millennium would allow to place the future
projections in a broader temporal context, thus helping to identify unprecedented
AMOC trends.

1.2 Relevance of AMOC for climate predictability

A slowdown of NADW formation in the next few decades could have climatic im-
pacts worldwide (e.g. Vellinga and Wood, 2002; Levermann et al., 2005). Hence
the importance of developing successful decadal climate predictions. Predictive
skill arises from a good representation of natural variability, especially in the
ocean, as well as from a realistic climate response to external radiative forcings
(Meehl et al., 2009). The skill of predictions also relies on a proper model initial-
ization, that requires in turn optimal estimates of the current observed state of the
atmosphere, oceans, cryosphere, and land surface. For example, recent advances
in ocean initialization have led to improved decadal predictive skill globally, and
more particularly in the North Atlantic region (Smith et al., 2007; Keenlyside
et al., 2008; Pohlmann et al., 2009; Meehl et al., 2009), through a more accurate
representation of the initial state (in phase and magnitude) of key processes of
internal variability, such as the subpolar gyre dynamics, or the Atlantic merid-
ional overturning circulation (Keenlyside et al., 2008).

A rapid AMOC weakening, either as a response to anthropogenic forcings or
because of a natural fluctuation, would have major impacts on regional and global
climate (e.g. Hall and Stouffer, 2001; Hawkins and Sutton, 2008). This highlights
the necessity of establishing a continuous monitoring of the AMOC intensity,
and perhaps more importantly, of assessing which key regions and variables can
lead to skillful predictability of its variability. Such successful predictions be-
come crucial since they would allow longer response time for the development
and application of mitigation and adaptation strategies. Recent efforts from the
transoceanic Rapid Climate Change (RAPID) array have produced continuous
in-situ measurements of AMOC intensity and its different components at 26.5◦N
since March 2004 (Cunningham et al., 2007; Kanzow et al., 2007, 2010). Although
this is an important step, a longer observational database is still required for the
identification of possible future trends and for the validation of simulated mech-
anisms of low frequency AMOC variability.

Concurrently, a growing body of studies with general circulation models
(GCMs) has been devoted to the identification of ocean quantities with long ob-
servational records available that could lead to potential AMOC predictability.
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For example, Latif et al. (2004) find a close correspondence between multidecadal
North Atlantic SST fluctuations and the AMOC intensity. Other models also find
a link between the AMO, a coherent pattern of multidecadal surface tempera-
ture variability in the North Atlantic, and the AMOC (Knight et al., 2005; Zhang
and Delworth, 2006; Msadek and Frankignoul, 2009). This index is therefore a
first candidate to monitor the variability of the AMOC. However, it is also influ-
enced by changes in solar irradiation and high-frequency atmospheric forcing that
might be unrelated to the AMOC (Msadek et al., 2010). Other alternative AMOC
fingerprints have been also identified. In the GFDL CM2.1 model, the leading
modes of upper ocean heat content, sea surface height and subsurface tempera-
ture in the North Atlantic are also related to AMOC variability (Zhang, 2008)
and have potential predictability for lead times of 10 to 20 years (Msadek et al.,
2010). Likewise, as previously illustrated in Section 1.1, other studies highlight
the key role of the subpolar North Atlantic, and in particular of the Labrador
and Irminger Seas in driving deep water formation and therefore the AMOC (e.g.
Delworth et al., 1993; Timmermann et al., 1998). Finally, other forerunners for
the rapid AMOC fluctuations are identified by Hawkins and Sutton (2008) for
the HadCM3 model. These consist of rapid changes in both temperature and
salinity in the Nordic Seas, as well as in the density of the water flowing through
the Denmark Strait, all preceding rapid AMOC variations by about 10 years.

Overall, evidence from previous studies is far from conclusive. There is a need
for improving our understanding of the processes controlling DWF by extending
similar analyses to other models and simulations, aiming both to the identifi-
cation of new potential predictors (e.g. by quantifying the contribution of local
atmospheric heat fluxes over the main convection regions), and to evaluate their
role during the large rapid AMOC fluctuations.

1.3 The role of ocean heat content on climate

Recent studies suggest that predictability beyond seasonal timescales may re-
sult from persistence of large-scale OHC anomalies, associated to regions like
the North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean, or to mechanisms related to ENSO
dynamics (Hermanson and Sutton, 2009, 2010). Monitoring the present OHC
changes is also important for other reasons. Since the ocean is the main reser-
voir for the heat gain, the recent OHC increase is an important indicator of the
Earth’s radiative imbalance, and therefore of anthropogenic impact on the ocean
(Levitus et al., 2001). Besides, ocean heat uptake can temporarily mitigate the
transient surface temperature rise, and thus produce a delayed climate impact
on decadal to centennial timescales. Also, the recent ocean warming has a direct
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influence on sea-level rise, this being probably one of the most important im-
pacts of climate change over the coming century (Grinsted et al., 2010). Other
processes, such as deep water formation, or the rate of ice sheet disintegration
(Hansen et al., 2005) are also sensitive to ocean heat content changes. As a final
example, progress in hurricane prediction also leans on a correct representation
of the spatial distribution of the heat content changes (Mainelli et al., 2008).

The balance of evidence from both proxy reconstructions of past sea level
changes (Tanner, 1992; Van De Plassche et al., 1998; Jevrejeva et al., 2009; Grin-
sted et al., 2010), as well as from energy balance models (EBMs; Crowley et al.,
2003) and intermediate complexity climate models (Sedláček and Mysak, 2009a)
suggests that the recent ocean warming might be unprecedented for at least the
last millennium. In the 20th century, the rise in ocean heat content is mostly
explained by the warming following the increase in greenhouse gases (e.g. Crow-
ley et al., 2003; Gregory et al., 2004; Delworth et al., 2005), which is partially
offset by the cooling effect of both anthropogenic and volcanic aerosols, the lat-
ter mitigating the warming signal in a factor from one third (Stenchikov et al.,
2009) to one half (Delworth et al., 2005). In the observational period, models
generally reproduce realistic warming trends, but tend to underestimate the ob-
served decadal changes of OHC (Levitus et al., 2001; Barnett et al., 2001; Sun
and Hansen, 2003; Gregory et al., 2004; Barnett et al., 2005; Church et al., 2005;
Delworth et al., 2005). However, recent results suggest that observed OHC inter-
decadal variability is likely inflated due to the effect of sampling (Gregory et al.,
2004) and bias correction methods (Levitus et al., 2009). More recent and reli-
able observations (Domingues et al., 2008; Ishii and Kimoto, 2009; Levitus et al.,
2009) have comparatively smaller interdecadal OHC variability, this being mostly
related to the cooling effect of volcanic forcing. Also important is the contribution
of natural climate variability to the global OHC changes. For instance, Levitus
et al. (2005b) argue that interdecadal variability in the global OHC records may
result from the shift in polarity of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) during
the late-1970s. A different modulation is discussed in Willis et al. (2004). They
find evidence that ENSO-related variability can be large enough to affect the
global OHC changes on interannual timescales. Such contributions from internal
climate variability can modulate the GHG-driven warming signal on future cli-
mate change projections. This is important since other relevant influences, such
as the solar and volcanic forcing, are unpredictable and thereby cannot be in-
cluded.

Such assessments of natural OHC variability are based on observations, being
therefore only representative of the last 50 years. Again, as for the interpretation
of the AMOC trends, a broader time perspective is desirable. Extending the pre-
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vious analysis to the context of the last millennium, for instance by studying long
forced simulations, is interesting for two particular reasons. First, the influence of
internal modes of climate variability on the OHC can be assessed within a longer
time period, thus allowing for a quantification of their associated global and local
impacts at longer timescales (multidecadal to secular). And second, further in-
sight into the influence of external forcings can be achieved in such extended time
interval that incorporates more volcanic eruptions and larger insolation changes,
such as the transition from the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA) to the Little
Ice Age (LIA).

1.4 Main objectives and structure of the text

This work sits on the previous context and attempts to shed light on the main
aspects of ocean variability and predictability throughout the period 1000 to 2100
AD. To this end, we make use of six different experiments performed with the
ECHO-G AOGCM, namely two 1000 yr long control runs, two forced simulations
of the last millennium, and two climate change runs using 21st century scenarios
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The model and the
experimental procedure are described in detail in Chapter 2. We will focus on two
main ocean quantities with relevance for climate variability and predictability:
first, the variations in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation, and second,
the changes in the ocean heat content. The analysis will be structured in three
different but complementary parts, each addressing specific questions.

A first analysis, starting in Chapter 3, will investigate the main regions and
processes contributing to deep water formation and, therefore, AMOC variability
in the model. For this analysis, a present-climate long control simulation will be
employed. In this way, the sources of natural internal AMOC variability, unrelated
to external forcing factors, can be identified. Particular emphasis will be given
to the potential contributions of the stochastic forcing from the atmosphere,
and other non-local processes. The final aim will be to identify new potential
predictors, and use them to develop a predictive regression model of the AMOC
strength. This regression model will be tested during the large rapid decadal
overturning changes (both increases and decreases), and their potential climate
impacts will be evaluated.

A complementary study focused on the externally forced AMOC variability
will be developed in Chapter 4, based on the analysis of two forced simulations
of the last millennium and two IPCC scenario runs for the 21st century. A new
control simulation, compatible with the previous forced runs, will be used as well.
This suite of experiments allows for a direct comparison between the main aspects
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of forced and unforced AMOC variability. Two main objectives will deserve fur-
ther attention. First, a comparison between the leading mechanisms of AMOC
variability at interannual and longer time-scales, with special emphasis on the
differences introduced by the external forcing. And second, a specific account of
the AMOC response to each of the forcing factors.

Forced and unforced variability of ocean heat content during the period 1000
to 2100 AD will be analysed in Chapter 5. In this study, the importance of the
initial conditions to produce realistic OHC estimates (which are in turn relevant
for climate predictability) will become evident. Therefore, in a first step, the re-
liability of the simulations will be validated against previous evidence of past
OHC variability (i.e. observations and proxy reconstructions). Likewise, the nat-
ural forced and unforced contributions to global and local OHC variability will
be evaluated in an attempt to shed light on the processes that can potentially
modulate or even mitigate the recent upper warming of the world oceans (Lev-
itus et al., 2000). These contributions will be obtained and compared both for
observations and simulations. This step is also important, since OHC observa-
tions are only available for the last 50 years, and different impacts could appear
when extending the analysis to longer timescales.

A final account of the main conclusions, including a discussion on the open
questions, and possible lines for future research is developed in Chapter 6.





2

Model and experiments

This chapter contains a description of the climate model and simulations that
have been used in the work. Section 2.1 characterises the model components,
and discusses the flux correction methodology. Section 2.2 introduces the ex-
perimental procedure and the forcing factors considered, making emphasis on
the differences between simulations, and placing them within the framework of
similar model experiments.

2.1 Model description

The analysis of OHC and AMOC variability in this work leans on the use of
several control and externally forced climate simulations performed with the
ECHO-G AOGCM. The ECHO-G model (Legutke and Voss, 1999) consists of
the spectral atmospheric model ECHAM4 (Roeckner et al., 1996) and the ocean
model HOPE-G (Wolff et al., 1997). Its atmospheric component is set up with a
T30 horizontal resolution (ca. 3.75◦ × 3.75◦) and 19 vertical levels extending up
to 10 hPa, with five of them located above 100 hPa. The horizontal resolution
of the ocean model is about 2.8◦ × 2.8◦, with an enhancement of the meridional
resolution in the Tropics and towards the Equator, where it reaches a minimum
grid point separation of 0.5◦. This refinement in resolution is intended to provide
a more realistic representation of equatorial and tropical ocean currents. Vertical
discretisation of the ocean incorporates 20 variably spaced levels, 14 of which
are located in the upper 1000 m. To avoid climate drift, the ocean component
includes both heat and freshwater flux adjustments. The same corrections are
applied to all experiments analysed in this study. They are diagnosed as annual
mean values from the relaxation terms during the last 100 years of a coupled spin-
up phase which preceded the control experiment. In that spin-up phase, SST was
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relaxed to monthly climatological values calculated from the Atmospheric Model
Intercomparison Project (AMIP) data for 1979-1994 (Gates, 1992) assuming a
relaxation constant of 40 W/m2K. Sea surface salinity is relaxed to seasonal cli-
matological values (Levitus et al., 1994) on a time scale of 30 days. No salinity
relaxation is applied in the climatological sea-ice regions as diagnosed from the
AMIP SST to avoid distortion of the upper salinity changes related with sea-ice
production. Both flux fields are normalized to vanish globally. With this flux cor-
rection method the wind-stress, which plays an important role in the mechanisms
described in this study (Chapters 3 and 4), is determined by the model. These
adjustments are a drawback if ECHO-G is compared to other simulations that
do not use flux corrections (e.g. Vellinga and Wu, 2004; Jungclaus et al., 2005)
since their need is an indication of erroneous feedbacks in the transient climate
(Marotzke and Stone, 1995). The degree to which they may affect the results
shown herein is not known. However, large impacts are not expected since the
mechanisms that will be described are comparable in physics and time scales to
those of other simulations without flux corrections.

2.2 Experimental set up

This study makes use of six different simulations: two 1000-yr control simulations
(CTRL1 and CTRL2, hereafter), two forced simulations for the period 1000 to
1990 AD (FOR1 and FOR2, hereafter), and two future scenario simulations (A2
and B2, hereafter) that extend FOR1 until 2100 AD.

Both CTRL1 (Zorita et al., 2003) and CTRL2 (Ortega et al., 2011c) use iden-
tical external forcing fixed to present day values ([CO2]=353 ppm; [CH4]=1,720
ppb; [N2O]=310 ppb; solar constant = 1.365 Wm−2). The main difference is that
CTRL1 was run in an earlier version of the ECHO-G model to that employed for
the other five simulations. CTRL1 was run in a Cray C90 system using an atmo-
spheric component written in f77, whereas the rest of experiments were made in
a NEC SX-6 machine with a most recent version of the atmospheric model coded
in f90. Although, in principle, both model versions are thought to be equiva-
lent, some minor changes in the code cannot be discarded, in view of some clear
differences in the climatological values of the main atmospheric and oceanic vari-
ables in CTRL1 and CTRL2. A clear example is illustrated by the global SST
mean values (Figure 2.1). While temperature variability in CTRL1 remains stable
around 18◦C throughout the whole simulation, CTRL2, that starts from year 305
in CTRL1, shows an initial warming trend that stabilises about one century af-
ter, indicating that both runs have somewhat different equilibrium states. Other
important changes between both forced runs concern the convection regions and
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the AMOC cell and will be discussed in the final conclusions. CTRL1 will be
employed in a first assessment of AMOC predictability in the ECHO-G model
(Chapter 3). Likewise, CTRL2 will be used as a reference control simulation to
compare with the forced experiments in the analyses of AMOC (Chapter 4) and
OHC (Chapter 5) variability during the last millennium, since it is run under
the same model version than the forced experiments, and provides their initial
conditions.
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Fig. 2.1: Evolution of the global SST mean (in ◦C) in the whole suite of ECHO-
G simulations. CTRL2 and CTRL1 are displayed so that their dates match the
starting conditions taken for FOR1 and CTRL2, respectively. All the forced sim-
ulations are set to match the corresponding historical years (represented in the
bottom axis). The vertical dashed line separates the forced millennial simulations
from their corresponding spin down periods.

The forced simulations of the past millennium (FOR1 and FOR2, González-
Rouco et al., 2003b, 2006) use identical estimates of natural and anthropogenic
forcing factors: solar irradiance, the radiative effects of stratospheric volcanic
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aerosols, and concentrations of greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4 and N20) based on
reconstructions provided by Crowley (2000). Figure 2.2 shows the time evolu-
tion of all these forcing factors. In particular, the representation of the volcanic
forcing is rather simplified, with the effect of volcanic aerosols incorporated as
global variations in the effective solar constant. Changes in tropospheric sulphate
aerosols and vegetation, both of which are likely to attenuate the warming trends
in the 20th and 21st centuries (Bauer et al., 2003; Osborn et al., 2006) are not in-
cluded. Within the climate change scenarios net solar irradiance is kept constant
and fixed to the value of year 1990, and GHG concentrations vary according to
the IPCC emission scenarios A2 and B2 (Nakicenovic et al., 2000).
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Fig. 2.2: Estimations of natural and anthropogenic forcing factors used to drive
the ECHO-G model: solar irradiance (red line), greenhouse gas concentrations
(green, grey and blue lines for CO2, N2O and CH4 respectively), and the radiative
effect of volcanic aerosols (black lines). Dotted lines represent the forcing in the
future climate scenario runs. Figure modified from González-Rouco et al. (2009).

The two long forced simulations start from different initial conditions. FOR1
(blue line in Figure 2.1) is initiated from year 100 in CTRL2 and FOR2 from
year 1700 AD in FOR1. In both forced runs a spin down period of 100 years
was allowed to drive the model to equilibrium with the forcing conditions of year
1000 AD. The initial state was comparatively warm in FOR1 and the spin down
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period proved to be too short to reach at least equilibrium in surface temperatures
(Goosse et al., 2005; Osborn et al., 2006). In turn, FOR2 was started from a colder
state (green line in Figure 2.1) and its temperature variability was found to be
well within the range of other millennial simulations (Jansen et al., 2007; Zorita
et al., 2007). Both FOR1, and to a lesser degree, FOR2, exhibit initial trends
in the deep ocean (not shown), indicating that it requires some time to reach
thermal adjustment. Some initial thermal imbalance is also present in CTRL1
and CTRL2. For that reason, the first two centuries of each simulation, which
incorporate the largest drifts, are generally not considered in this study.

A more detailed description of the model setup, the forcing and the simula-
tions can be found in González-Rouco et al. (2009). Internal climate variability
has been validated against instrumental data in CTRL1 (Min et al., 2005a,b).
Many features of the long forced simulations employed in our study have been
analysed in previous works (González-Rouco et al., 2003a,b, 2006, 2009; von
Storch et al., 2004; Zorita et al., 2003, 2005; Beltrami et al., 2006; Gouirand
et al., 2007a,b; Stevens et al., 2007).

FOR1 and FOR2 were the first AOGCM simulations covering the last one
thousand years (González-Rouco et al., 2003b). Since then, additional simula-
tions covering the last millennium or parts of it with new state-of-the-art models
have become available (Stendel et al., 2006; Tett et al., 2007; Ammann et al.,
2007; Servonnat et al., 2010; Swingedouw et al., 2010; Jungclaus et al., 2010;
Hofer et al., 2011), thanks to the combined effort of different groups and in-
stitutions. A first inter-model comparison, including the ECHO-G runs, as well
as other millennial simulations with the NCAR-CSM1.4 (Ammann et al., 2007),
CCSM3 (Hofer et al., 2011), IPSLCM4 v2 (Servonnat et al., 2010), CNRM-CM3.3
(Swingedouw et al., 2010) and MPI-ESM (Jungclaus et al., 2010) coupled models
is performed by González-Rouco et al. (2011), highlighting some discrepancies in
the representation of the transition from the Medieval Climate anomaly to the
Little Ice Age. In these studies, most of the emphasis has been placed on the
atmospheric radiative response to the forcing, with lesser interest on ocean vari-
ability. Only Swingedouw et al. (2010) and Hofer et al. (2011) investigate to some
extent the impact of the forcing on the AMOC strength. Swingedouw et al. (2010)
identify some NAO delayed response to changes in solar irradiation, producing
also a weakening of the AMOC strength with a lead time of 10 years. In contrast,
(Hofer et al., 2011) find that changes in their radiative forcing are too small to
produce a direct AMOC response in the last millennium. This work provides
further insight about simulated ocean variability within the last millennium in
the ECHO-G simulations.
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Predictability of deep water formation in the
North Atlantic ∗

In our mind’s eye we can almost see it whole, the round-the-world
journey that seawater takes. We can imagine taking the trip ourselves.

It begins north of Iceland, a hundred miles off the coast of Greenland,

say, and on a black winter’s night. The west wind has been screaming

off the ice cap for days now, driving us to ferocious foaming breakers,

sucking every last ounce of heat from us, stealing it for Scandinavia.

We are freezing now and spent, and burdened by the only memory we

still have of our northward passage through the tropics: a heavy load

of salt. It weights on us now, tempts us to give up, as the harsh cold

itself does. Finally comes that night when, so dense and cold we are

almost ready to flash into ice, we can no longer resist: we start to sink.

Slowly at first, but with gathering speed as more of us join in, and as it

becomes clear that there is nothing to catch us - no water underneath

that is denser than us. We fall freely through the tranquil dark until we

hit bottom, more than a mile and a half down...

Robert Kunzig. Mapping the deep. 2000.

The importance of the AMOC for climate highlights the need for research
to better understand the processes that govern its variability and predictability.
Previous research has established that the AMOC responds to variations in the

∗ The main contents of this chapter are included in:
Ortega, P., E. Hawkins and R. Sutton, 2011: Processes governing the predictability
of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation in a coupled GCM. Clim. Dyn.,
37, 1771-1782, DOI: 10.1007/s00382-011-1025-1
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formation of dense waters in the subpolar North Atlantic (e.g. Delworth et al.,
1993; Timmermann et al., 1998). Deep water formation itself is subject to both
local and non-local influences. Local influences are associated particularly with
variations in the air-sea fluxes that modulate deep convection. Non-local influ-
ences may arise through advection or wave propagation in the ocean. Lateral
mixing processes may give rise to interactions between local and non-local influ-
ences. The predictability of AMOC variations depends, in substantial part, on
the relative importance of these different influences, and on the detailed nature
of each of them. The first aim of this chapter is to elucidate the roles of local
stochastic forcing and other potential processes in governing AMOC variability
and predictability in the ECHO-G model.

The variability of air-sea fluxes on interannual and longer timescales is of-
ten assumed to be stochastic (Griffies and Tziperman, 1995; Saravanan and
McWilliams, 1997; Kravtsov and Ghil, 2004; Monahan et al., 2008) and hence un-
predictable. However, its influence on deep water formation is not instantaneous
(e.g. Delworth and Greatbatch, 2000; Eden and Willebrand, 2001). The ocean
has significant memory, and consequently integrates the fluctuations over a pe-
riod of time (e.g. Hasselmann, 1976; Frankignoul and Hasselmann, 1977). Less
clear, for a particular application, is the time period over which this integration
occurs. In the case of deep water formation in the North Atlantic, the effective
time period is an important matter, because it may determine the predictability
of AMOC fluctuations. Consequently, a second aim of this study is to investigate
the extent to which the AMOC integrates in time the influence of air-sea fluxes,
and the consequences for AMOC predictability.

This analysis is performed with a control 1000 year long simulation performed
with the ECHO-G model (CTRL1; see Chapter 2). First, the processes governing
decadal AMOC variability in the model are explored (Section 3.1) and, based on
the results, a predictive regression model is developed (Section 3.2). Section 3.3
evaluates the model’s performance in the representation of large decadal AMOC
increases and decreases, which may have major impacts on regional and global
climate (e.g. Hall and Stouffer, 2001; Hawkins and Sutton, 2008). Indeed, this
section also explores the respective climate fingerprints and particular conditions
of such events in the ECHO-G model. Finally, the main results and conclusions
of this chapter are summarised in Section 3.4.

3.1 Climatology and temporal variability

We now consider the relevant aspects of the AMOC, as represented by the ECHO-
G model. Figure 3.1 shows the mean AMOC streamfunction, which has a typical
spatial structure, but the maximum overturning strength is found further north
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than in some other GCMs (e.g. Timmermann et al., 1998; Jungclaus et al., 2005;
Dong and Sutton, 2005). A meridional overturning index (MOI) is defined lo-
cally at 47.4◦ N and 1050 m to represent the AMOC temporal variability near
its climatological maximum. The long-term mean of the MOI is 16.5 Sv, with a
standard deviation of 1.8 Sv. For the following analysis the MOI has been de-
trended and normalised. Figure 3.2a shows that MOI fluctuations tend to occur
at decadal to interdecadal timescales, suggesting potential predictability. Indeed,
the corresponding power spectrum (Figure 3.2b) gives evidence of significant
MOI variability other than pure red noise at both interannual (periods from 2 to
5 years) and interdecadal timescales. In Figure 3.3 a Hovmoller diagram (latitude
vs time) shows the variability of the integrated ocean transport down to 1050 m,
and highlights the different temporal scales of variability at different latitudes.
It is clear that variability is predominantly decadal at midlatitudes, whereas the
tropics are more noisy and therefore interannual variability is more prominent
(similar to the HadCM3 GCM; Bingham et al., 2007). A slight tilt of the anoma-
lies is visible in the latitude belt around 40-45◦, indicating a localised slow-down
in the southward propagation.
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Fig. 3.1: Long-term mean climatology of the Atlantic meridional overturning
streamfunction (in Sv).
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Fig. 3.2: a) Time series of the normalised MOI (in std. dev.), defined as the
local overturning at 1050 m and 47.4◦N (climatological maximum). The dashed
line represents the MOI after removing the Ekman signal. Note that the standard
deviation of the MOI is 1.8 Sv. b-c) Fourier spectra of the raw and Ekman filtered
MOI, respectively. The black solid lines represent the spectrum calculated for the
complete simulation. In c), the orange line shows the spectral density for the raw
MOI to ease comparison. The blue line accounts for the spectrum of a red noise
process with the same first autorregresive coefficient as the complete time-series.
The green line sets the 90% confidence interval of this red-noise process.
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Figure 3.4 shows the main spatial features of North Atlantic convection in
March (when events of deepest convection occur). The variability of convection
is commonly represented by the variations of the Convective Depth (CD). Unfor-
tunately, this variable was not stored in this control run, and we use the Potential
Energy Released by Convection (PERC) instead (similarly to Timmermann et al.,
1998). The variability of the PERC and the CD has been compared in the other
simulations with the ECHO-G model (see Chapter 2), and they produce virtually
identical results for both variables (not shown). The mean PERC pattern (Fi-
gure 3.4a) shows three main convection regions with comparable climatological
values: the East Labrador, Central Irminger, and Norwegian Seas. More inter-
estingly, variability of convection is considerably larger near the Labrador Sea
(Figure 3.4b). ECHO-G is not eddy-resolving, and therefore the representation of
deep water formation lacks some essential dynamics that could explain the main
discrepancies with respect to observations (Marshall and Schott, 1999), such as
the rather eastern location of Labrador convection, or the relative small variance
in the Norwegian Seas. Likewise, convection in Central Irminger Sea has been
reported in other models (e.g. Guemas and Salas-Mélia, 2008; Lohmann et al.,
2009; Msadek and Frankignoul, 2009), but is not supported by observations.
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Fig. 3.3: Zonally averaged northward transport anomalies integrated between
100 and 1050 m depth (in Sv). Note the two different timescales of variability in
tropical and extra-tropical latitudes and the southward propagation of anomalies.
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Fig. 3.4: (a) Long-term mean and (b) standard deviation of the Potential Energy
Released by Convection (PERC; in W/m2) in March.

3.2 Regression model for the natural AMOC variability

Deep convection variations in the North Atlantic are thought to play an important
role in determining AMOC low-frequency variability (e.g. Griffies and Bryan,
1997; Hall and Stouffer, 2001; Hawkins and Sutton, 2007; Ortega et al., 2011c).
The occurrence of these convection events is influenced by local stochastic forcing
from the atmosphere. This section is concerned with understanding how the ocean
integrates the anomalous heat fluxes at the main region of deep water formation,
and quantifying how the integrated signal contributes to the variance of the
overturning.

3.2.1 The role of convection

The regression patterns between the MOI and the surface heat flux (HFL) anoma-
lies in the convection regions are shown in Figure 3.5. Similar patterns emerge for
the PERC (not shown), providing evidence of the role of the HFL on convection.
Indeed, the largest HFL anomalies are found to the south of Greenland, in the
same region as the maximum standard deviations of the PERC (Figure 3.4b).
A significant influence of local heat fluxes on the AMOC variability is observed
during the 10 years preceding the large overturning anomalies (Figure 3.6). More-
over, the regression patterns of the HFL have similar spatial features for all lead
times up to 10 years, and show their maximum regression coefficients when the
HFL leads the overturning by 2 years (Figure 3.5a). No clear influence of fresh
water fluxes is observed on convection (not shown). Indeed, evaporation is inhib-
ited as a response to the cooling of surface temperature forced by positive (into
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Fig. 3.5: Regression patterns between the normalised MOI and the anomalies of
heat flux (shaded, in W/m2 per std. dev. of the MOI), the wind-stress (vectors,
in N/m2 per std. dev. of the MOI) and the sea level pressure (black contours,
in hPa). Two different lags are considered: the heat flux wind-stress and sea
level pressure leading by 2 years (top) and all variables in phase with the MOI
(bottom). The black rectangle delimits the region where the HFL index is defined.

the ocean) heat fluxes. Large overturning changes seem, therefore, to be triggered
by persistent strong heat flux interaction with the atmosphere, favoured by an
intensification of northwesterly winds over the Labrador Sea (vectors in Figure
3.5, blue line in Figure 3.6). A similar pattern of heat flux and wind variations
leading the overturning by 3 years was found by Delworth and Greatbatch (2000)
in a previous version of the GFDL model, which they related to the North At-
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lantic Oscillation. In this case, however, the surface forcing is driven locally by
negative sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies centred to the south of Greenland
(black contours in Figure 3.5). At lag zero (Figure 3.5b) the HFL pattern over
the Labrador Sea is weakened, along with the local wind forcing. Simultaneously
to the east, a pattern of anomalous easterlies emerges at midlatitudes, centred
around 50◦N, where the MOI is defined.

3.2.2 Constructing a linear regression model

The local atmospheric influence on convection and thereby on the overturning is
represented by the average of the heat flux anomalies to the south of Greenland
(black rectangle in Figure 3.5). This timeseries is used to produce a univariate
regression model for the overturning circulation,

MOI(t) = α

L∑
i=1

ωiH (t− i) + ξ(t) (3.1)

where MOI represents the overturning index to reconstruct, α is the regression
coefficient, ω is the weighting function for time integration, H is the predictor
(i.e. the heat flux index), ξ accounts for the residuals, i is the lag in years and L
is the maximum lag. To ensure that we are only using information prior to the
variability being predicted, we use i > 0 only.

The main features of the heat flux integration are determined by considering
different integration approaches. Since the magnitude of the HFL influence varies
with time, three weighting schemes were tested. One is based on the correlation
values in Figure 3.6, and the others make use of triangular and Gaussian weight-
ing functions with different slopes and decay rates, respectively. Different time
integration periods were also considered. The best univariate model is achieved
using a Gaussian weighting function maximum at lag -2 (when the influence of
convection is maximum) that decays smoothly up to lag -10 (see Figure 3.6). It
coincides with the period with non-negligible correlations between the AMOC
and the HFL index (Figure 3.6). This analysis therefore reveals that there is a
decadal integration of the heat flux anomalies by the ocean. Using this approach
the variance explained by the regression model is 69.6%, almost 20% higher than
when no time integration is employed (Table 3.1).

The zero-lag correlation pattern between the residuals from the regression
model and the wind stress anomalies (not shown) exhibits a band of mid-latitude
anomalous easterlies near the latitude where the MOI is defined, similar to the
eastern signal in Figure 3.5b. This is the contribution of the Ekman transport
which is unrelated to the first predictor, and will be removed for the construc-
tion of the regression model. The signal is isolated by calculating a simple linear
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atmospheric variables in the convection region (box in Fig. 3.5). The shaded re-
gion delimits the 5% significant domain. The grey vertical bars show the temporal
weighting scheme employed to integrate the first predictor (HFL index).

Table 3.1: Variance explained by the regression models using both raw and time
integrated predictors. HFL represents the local heat fluxes in the Labrador Sea,
while ISD accounts for the influence of density anomalies in the Irminger Sea.

Raw HFL Integ. HFL Integ. HFL + Integ. ISD

Raw MOI 51.0% 69.6%
No-Ekman MOI 54.8% 74.5% 82.8%

regression between the average of the zonal wind stress at 43◦ N (latitude with
the largest correlations) and the residuals from the univariate model. The result-
ing series is then filtered out of the raw MOI (dashed line in Figure 3.2a), and
the univariate model is recalculated for the new index. As a result, the fraction
of variance explained by the predictor increases, reaching a maximum value of
74.5% when the same time integration scheme is considered. Note that this fil-
tering mostly removes interannual variability (Figure 3.2c), and keeps variability
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at decadal and multidecadal timescales, that are the timescales of interest for
predictability. In the remainder of the text MOI will refer to the Ekman-filtered
overturning index.

3.2.3 Validating the univariate model

In order to validate the use of the HFL index as a predictor of the MOI variability,
the simulation is divided into two halves and the univariate regression model is
recalculated using the first half. The regression coefficients obtained for the initial
period are now employed to reconstruct the MOI timeseries for the second part
of the simulation. The reconstructed overturning (dashed line in Figure 3.7) is
in good agreement with the real (Ekman-filtered) MOI, with a correlation value
of 0.85. This same value is obtained if the reconstruction is performed using the
regression coefficients from the whole timeseries. Therefore, the regression model
is reasonably consistent throughout the whole run. However, the prediction tends
to underestimate the variability at shorter timescales, as well as the magnitude
of change during the largest overturning variations. A scatterplot analysis of
the residuals over the second half of the simulation (solid points in Figure 3.8)
reveals that the magnitude of the error is proportional to both the MOI (blue
points; correlation coefficient, r = -0.49) and the decadal change preceding that
event (yellow points; r = -0.38). If the regression model was consistent, both
correlation values should be close to zero. In order to improve the regression
model, the contribution of other different processes needs to be explored through
an analysis of the residuals.

3.2.4 The bivariate regression model

The aim of this subsection is to analyse the influence of other processes in order
to improve the regression model by defining a new predictor that extracts the
maximum possible coherent variability from the residuals, whilst ensuring it has
a physical basis to avoid overfitting. The relationship between the residuals and
the main atmospheric and oceanic variables is explored by means of a time-
lag correlation analysis. The largest signal is found for density anomalies in the
Irminger Sea (Figure 3.9). Positive correlations are found in the upper ocean
(0 to 800 m) to the south of the Greenland-Scotland Ridge, about 4-6 years
before the maximum of the overturning. This pool of dense waters appears to
propagate westward, where it modifies the background stratification, and then
propagates southward towards the Equator. At deeper levels (1000 to 1500 m),
a zonal density gradient is established between a pool of dense waters near the
Irminger Sea (just south of the Denmark Strait) and a region of lighter waters in
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the vicinity of the British Isles. The zonal dipole persists as the positive density
anomalies propagate along the western boundary. This propagation is reminiscent
of the oscillation mechanism described by both Colin de Verdière and Huck (1999)
and Te Raa and Dijkstra (2002), in which westward propagation of buoyancy
anomalies produces zonal and meridional overturning responses.
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A new predictor is defined by averaging the density anomalies in the upper
1500 m of the western Irminger Sea (grey box in Figure 3.9). This new Irminger
Sea density index (ISD) is related to an increase of convection from the Irminger
Sea to the British Isles (Figure 3.10a), the same region occupied by the upper
density anomalies in Figure 3.9. A similar band of dense waters, also related to
convection, was identified by Msadek and Frankignoul (2009) in the IPSL model.
They found that deep convection is activated by the advection of salty waters,
responding to variations in the East Atlantic Pattern. The resulting changes in
density led the overturning variations by about 3-5 years. A similar lead time
is observed in our model (Figure 3.11). However, the origin of these anomalies
is rather different. Simultaneously to the increase of convection, there is an en-
hancement of the southward flow through the Denmark Strait (Figure 3.10b),
and a local cyclonic gyre is formed to the east of Cape Farewell. As a result, cold
waters from the Nordic Seas are advected to the east (Figure 3.10c), reaching the
regions of convection, where they help to keep the water column destabilised. No
influence of salinity anomalies is found in this case (Figure 3.10d).
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The two predictors are now used to build a new bivariate regression model,
described by the generic equation,

MOI(t) = α

L∑
i=1

ωiH (t− i) + β

M∑
j=1

σjI (t− j) + ξ(t) (3.2)

where, similarly to Equation 3.1, MOI corresponds to the Ekman-filtered over-
turning timeseries, α and β are the regression coefficients, ω and σ are the weights
used for time integration, H and I are the two predictors (i.e. HFL and ISD re-
spectively), and finally ξ is the term accounting for the residuals of the bivariate
model.
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Fig. 3.11: Time-lag correlations between the residuals of the univariate model
and the second predictor (ISD; calculated as the average of density at the upper
1500 m of the Irminger Sea; grey box in Fig. 3.9). The shaded region delimits
the 5% significant domain. The grey vertical bars show the temporal weighting
scheme employed to integrate this predictor.

The same weighting schemes and integration periods as considered for the
HFL index are tested again for the ISD index. In this case, the best regression
model is again obtained for a Gaussian weighting function, but centred at lag -4
(when the correlations between the residuals from the univariate model and the
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ISD index are maximum; Figure 3.11). This Gaussian function decays rather fast
as compared to that of the first predictor, thus suggesting a short-time influence
of the ISD. As a consequence, the signal of this second predictor is integrated over
a shorter period (i.e. 7 years) than for the HFL index. The variance explained by
this bivariate model rises to 82.8%, i.e. an increase of more than 8% with respect
to the former univariate model.

A significant improvement is also found in the validation process. The bi-
variate regression model is again recalculated in the initial half of CTRL1, and
its regression coefficients are employed to reconstruct the overturning during the
second half. The new reconstructed MOI (orange dotted line in Figure 3.7) is
slightly better correlated with the true MOI (r = 0.87, instead of 0.85). The
magnitude of change of the large overturning variations is generally better repre-
sented, although in some cases is clearly overestimated (Figure 3.7), for example
at year 670. Perhaps more importantly, the bivariate model is more consistent,
since the correlations between the residuals and both the MOI and the decadal
change preceding them are clearly smaller (unfilled circles in Figure 3.8). A sub-
sequent analysis of these bivariate residuals shows no clear evidence of another
coherent oceanic or atmospheric influence.

3.3 Rapid decadal overturning increases and decreases

3.3.1 Representing rapid decadal overturning changes with the
regression model

As a final step, the bivariate model is evaluated during large, rapid decadal
changes in the MOI. These events are especially important, as they are likely to
produce the largest climate impacts.

The largest decadal changes (both increases and decreases) in the MOI are
identified, and their magnitudes are compared in Figure 3.12. There appears to
be an asymmetry in the sign of the rapid changes, with positive rapid events
(orange line) generally being larger than the negative events (blue line). How-
ever, the two largest decadal changes are found to be rapid decreases in the MOI.
The reasons for this possible asymmetry are not clear, and merit some further
analysis, which will be developed in subsection 3.3.3.
Figure 3.13 collects all 13 of the episodes in which the decadal change is larger in
magnitude than 3 standard deviations (i.e. ∼ 5 Sv or ∼ 30% of the mean MOI,
16.5 Sv). The evolution of both the true (Ekman-filtered), and the reconstructed
MOI are shown, along with the leading signal of the two predictors. Since nega-
tive HFL variations are associated with increasing overturning events, the sign of
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this precursor has been reversed in the plot to ease comparison. Although we can-
not expect a precise correspondence between the actual and the predicted MOI
timeseries, it is immediately clear that the sign of the change is well reproduced,
but the magnitude is generally underestimated. In every event, the sign associ-
ated to the HFL is the one expected to explain the MOI variations. In contrast,
the role of dense waters in the Irminger Sea is not always important, and its
value is found to vary both in magnitude and sign. To conclude, the limitations
of the regression model show that the largest decadal rapid events are subject to
additional influences beyond the predictors identified herein.
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Fig. 3.12: Rate of change of the large, decadal rapid overturning events ordered
in decreasing magnitude (in std. dev./ decade). Note that the sign of the negative
events has been reversed to allow comparison with the positive events.

3.3.2 Climate impacts of the rapid overturning fluctuations

Given the capability of the regression model to represent the rapid decadal over-
turning changes it is important to evaluate which are the associated climate im-
pacts accompanying these rapid events in the ECHO-G model, since they could
show evidence of regions with some potential predictability. The fingerprints in
surface air temperature (SAT) and precipitation are analysed separately for the 8
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Fig. 3.13: Evolution of the original Ekman-filtered MOI (blue), the reconstructed
index (black) and the predictors (yellow and green) during the largest, rapid
decadal overturning events (change above 3 std dev./decade, i.e: 5.4 Sv/decade).
Note that the HFL sign is reversed to allow a direct comparison with the other
variables.
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largest AMOC increases and 5 largest decreases (see Figure 3.13), by calculating
the difference in means between the three last and first years in all decadal events
(Figures 3.14 and 3.15). Significance is assessed by comparing these differences
to the percentiles 2.5th and 97.5th of a Monte Carlo ensemble with 1000 ran-
dom selections of 8 and 5 decadal events respectively for the rapid increases and
decreases.

The main response to the rapid decadal AMOC increases is a general warming
across Northern Europe with significant positive values of about 1◦C over North
Europe and western Russia (Figure 3.14a). Similar changes were observed for
transitions from weak to strong overturning states in other millennial simulations
with the CCSM3 model (Hofer et al., 2011), and the HadCM3 model (Hawkins
and Sutton, 2008). Besides the temperature rise at northern high-latitudes there
is also a weak but significant temperature drop at the tropical Atlantic, both
supporting an increase of the northward meridional heat transport. Other not
significant changes are observed near the sinking regions of Labrador (the warm-
ing indicating more energy released by convection) and the Ross Sea (the cooling
being thereby a sign of lesser convection activity). In terms of precipitation, major
changes are localised near the Equator (Figure 3.14b), characterised by a dipole
structure with decreased precipitation in the Eastern Pacific, and increased pre-
cipitation over the Western Pacific and the Indian ocean. However, these changes
are mostly insignificant.

Interestingly, the main climate changes associated to the large decadal over-
turning decreases (Figure 3.15) are not exactly opposite to those described for
the increases. For example, a maximum cooling is observed in the Irminger and
Nordic Seas, with negligible influence in Northern Europe (Figure 3.15a). At mid-
latitudes, a meaningful moderate warming is observed from western Europe to
Asia, establishing a meridional SAT dipole with the tropics. A narrower merid-
ional dipole structure is found for the changes in precipitation (Figure 3.15b),
with negative anomalies north of the Equator, and positive values to the south.
This picture bears some degree of similarity with the fingerprint of a southward
displacement of the ITCZ, as reported in response to a collapse of the AMOC
(Vellinga and Wood, 2002; Stouffer et al., 2006). Note that, however, the dipole
structure is not clearly supported by the assessment of significance.

The asymmetrical climate response to the rapid increases and decreases points
to potential differences in the evolution and the triggering mechanisms of such
events. It therefore highlights the necessity of performing separate analyses to
capture the particularities of both events, and suggests that the regression models
could be improved if the asymmetry between the AMOC increases and decreases
was taken into account when the potential predictors were analysed.
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Fig. 3.14: Changes in: a) Surface atmospheric temperature (SAT, in K) and b)
Precipitation (in mm/day) between the last three years and the first three years
of the rapid decadal overturning increases in Fig. 3.13. Black contours indicate
significance at the 5% level as compared to the differences of the 2.5 and 97.5
percentiles in a suite of 1000 Monte Carlo random selections of 8 decadal events
in CTRL1.
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3.3.3 Asymmetry between rapid AMOC increases and decreases

This section aims to understand the reasons for the observed asymmetry be-
tween the largest overturning increases and decreases (Figure 3.12). Three specific
points deserve our attention: first, why there is an apparent majority of rapid in-
creases relative to the rapid decreases; second, why the two most extreme events
are rapid decreases; and third, whether these two aspects of the asymmetry can
be accounted for by the two predictors.
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Fig. 3.16: Classification of the top rapid MOI increases and decreases for the
original timeseries (solid lines) as well as for the univariate and bivariate regres-
sion models (dotted and dashed lines, respectively). Note that the events in the
true MOI do not necessarily correspond with those in the regression models.

Since not all the rapid events occur exactly at decadal timescales, a new
method for the selection of rapid increases and decreases is now considered. Under
the new definition, the length of the rapid events can vary from 6 to 20 years,
and their magnitude of change is standardised to units of Sv/decade to better
allow for classification (solid lines in Figure 3.16). All the events selected are still
characterised by a steep AMOC change. Figure 3.16 shows that under the new
selection criteria the two main aspects of the asymmetry are still represented.

To gain further insight on the reasons for the asymmetry and the contribution
of each predictor, the rapid AMOC events are now calculated for the univariate
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and bivariate regression models. The univariate model itself is able to reproduce
the general occurrence of larger rapid increases than decreases (dotted lines in
Figure 3.16), thus pointing to a relevant role of the first predictor to explain this
aspect of the asymmetry. Indeed, a histogram of the HFL index highlights some
skewness to stronger negative values (this being related to positive overturning
values) for the yearly and integrated heat-flux anomalies (Figure 3.17a), as well as
for their corresponding rapid changes (Figure 3.17b), all consistent with relatively
stronger AMOC increases.
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Fig. 3.17: Histograms of a) yearly (green line) and integrated (yellow line) HFL
anomalies; b) rapid HFL increases (yellow line) and decreases (green line).

The inclusion of the second predictor produces an overall improvement in the
representation of the rapid overturning changes (dashed lines in Figures 3.16),
however, it still fails to explain the remarkable magnitude of the two extreme
MOI decreases. Moreover, if the focus is set on the precise rapid events selected
for the true MOI index (Figure 3.18), the bivariate model is found to misrep-
resent some particular events well described by the univariate model (e.g. 14th
and 17th decreases and 8th and 22nd increases). Therefore, even if the second
predictor succeeds to explain more variance of the MOI, it is not optimal for the
representation of the rapid AMOC changes.

The analysis reveals that some important contribution to the rapid events is
not captured by the bivariate model. Also, as illustrated in the previous subsec-
tion, some particular discrepancies are evident in the nature of the rapid increases
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by the univariate and bivariate regression models (dotted and dashed lines, re-
spectively). Note that in this case, unlike for Fig. 3.16, the timing and length of
the rapid events coincides for the true and regressed MOI indices.

and decreases. These results highlight the need for a different approach, in order
to better capture the particularities of both types of rapid events. The univari-
ate regression model (which broadly explains some aspects of the asymmetry)
could be improved through a separate analysis of the misrepresented rapid MOI
increases and decreases. In this way, new predictors can be precisely defined for
the characterization of rapid events. In particular, the analysis of the two largest
decreases can shed light on the specific conditions determining their occurrence.
These analyses, however, would require a comprehensive study of the different
events that is beyond the intended extent for this chapter.

3.4 Conclusions

The processes influencing the predictability of decadal variability in the AMOC
have been analysed in a long control simulation with the ECHO-G coupled cli-
mate model.

Two forerunners of AMOC variability have been identified, related to local
processes in the Labrador and Irminger Seas. The first predictor is the anoma-
lous heat flux averaged over a region in the Eastern Labrador Sea, and represents
the local stochastic forcing integrated by the ocean. The atmospheric influence
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is largest at a lead time of 2 years, but the effective integration by the AMOC
is found to extend to lead times up to 10 years. An univariate regression model
with this index explains 74.5% of the variance in the AMOC, after the Ekman
component has been removed. The analysis of the regression model’s residuals
allows the identification of a second predictor. The latter is defined as the mean
ocean density in a region of the Western Irminger Sea, and is associated with
a zonal density gradient at deeper levels, that leads to an enhancement of the
western boundary current, and hence the overturning. The buildup of anomalous
dense waters in the Irminger Sea precedes the maximum AMOC values by about
6 years. A final bivariate regression model is obtained integrating the first pre-
dictor over 10 years, and the second over 7 years, both using gaussian integration
schemes. It explains 82.8% of the total Ekman-filtered AMOC variance.

The origin of the dense anomalies in the Irminger Sea appears to be related to
the variability of the outflows from the Nordic Seas. Hawkins and Sutton (2008)
found that discharges of dense waters through the Denmark Strait preceded the
rapid AMOC changes in a long control simulation with the HadCM3 model.
Our analysis supports the role of the outflow through the Denmark Strait, and
an intensification of the gyre near the Irminger Sea to explain the cold dense
waters south of the Sill. It also suggests a further role of local convection in
which anomalous surface heat fluxes over the Irminger Sea lead to the formation
of density anomalies.

The regression model’s performance is assessed for large, rapid AMOC
changes (both decadal increases and decreases larger than 3 standard deviations).
These are well described by the heat flux variations in the Eastern Labrador Sea,
although other processes may also play a role on the onset of these events. Yet,
the contribution of Irminger density anomalies is mostly negligible. A possible
asymmetry in the sign of large rapid decadal events is noted, with rapid increases
being more common than rapid decreases. Climate impacts of such rapid fluctua-
tions also show evidence of some asymmetric behaviour. The dominant feature of
the response to the rapid overturning increases is a general warming in the north-
ern extratropics, with major influence over Northern Europe and Russia. This
result is in relative good agreement with comparable events in other model simu-
lations (Hawkins and Sutton, 2008; Hofer et al., 2011). In contrast, rapid decadal
decreases, which are more likely to occur in the current context of climate change,
are associated in the ECHO-G model with a cooling over the Nordic Seas with
no influence over Europe, and equatorial precipitation changes reminiscent of a
southward change in the ITCZ belt (Vellinga and Wood, 2002).

Identification of new predictors for AMOC variability is important for ocean
monitoring strategies. This study supports the key role of the subpolar North
Atlantic, and in particular of the Labrador and Irminger Seas as found by many
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previous studies, and advises separate analyses of the rapid overturning increases
and decreases to better represent their particular features. Further evidence from
other models and reconstructions is necessary to better constrain the validity of
these results.

Finally, the current study has been performed in a present day control in-
tegration with constant radiative forcings. It is not known whether the pres-
ence of external forcing variations (e.g. solar activity, volcanic and anthropogenic
aerosols, greenhouse gas concentrations) would modify the modes of variability
in the ocean, and therefore the validity of our AMOC predictors. In the next
chapter, the analysis will be extended to forced simulations of the last millen-
nium as well as scenario simulations, and a comprehensive comparison between
the forced and unforced AMOC features will be established.
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Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
variability in the period 1000 to 2100 AD ∗

¿Quién es el mar? ¿Quién es aquel violento

y antiguo ser que roe los pilares

de la tierra y es uno y muchos mares

y abismo y resplandor y azar y viento?

Jorge Luis Borges. El otro, el mismo. 1964

AMOC variability is an important factor to understand past, present and
future climate changes. During the last glacial period, large and abrupt cli-
mate changes have been related to fluctuations in the AMOC, either through a
transition between two stable circulation modes (generally known as Dansgaard-
Oeschger events; Dansgaard et al., 1993), or through a partial or complete AMOC
collapse possibly triggered by massive iceberg discharges (known as Heinrich
events; Heinrich, 1988; Bond et al., 1992). Future climate projections also predict
a slowdown of the AMOC circulation (modulating the global warming signal) by
the end of the 21st century (Gregory et al., 2005; Schmittner et al., 2005; Meehl
et al., 2007), in this case responding to fresher (due to increased precipitation)
and warmer surface water conditions at high-latitudes (Meehl et al., 2007). In
previous studies, future climate change projections are assessed either by com-
parison with control simulations with constant forcings (Gregory et al., 2005), or
by using the past 150 years as a reference (Schmittner et al., 2005; Meehl et al.,
2007). Extending the previous assessment to a period without remarkable human

∗ The main contents of this chapter are included in:
Ortega, P., M. Montoya, J. F. González-Rouco, J. Mignot and S. Legutke, 2011:
Variability of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation in the last millennium
and two IPCC scenarios. Clim. Dyn. Accepted, DOI: 10.1007/s00382-011-1081-6
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influence and natural radiative forcing compatible with the present climate would
be however desirable. The past two millennia, also known as the “Late Holocene”,
are characterised by comparably weak changes in the radiative forcing, since im-
portant boundary conditions on climate such as the orbital parameters and the
global ice mass have not changed substantially (Jones and Mann, 2004). This
period, as the whole Holocene, is characterised by considerably smaller AMOC
variations than the glacial era (Keigwin and Boyle, 2000). Evidence regarding the
influence of natural forcing on the AMOC over the past millennia is controversial
(Keigwin and Boyle, 2000; Broecker, 2000; Zorita et al., 2004; Lund et al., 2006;
Stendel et al., 2006; Stenchikov et al., 2009; Swingedouw et al., 2010; Ottera et al.,
2010). Likewise, the role of AMOC on climate variability is also uncertain, with
some proxy reconstructions suggesting an amplifying role of the LIA conditions
(Bond et al., 1997; Lund et al., 2006), and others finding no conclusive evidence
(Keigwin and Boyle, 2000; Broecker, 2000).

This study intends to shed light on some of the aforementioned gaps, through
the analysis of AMOC variability in two forced simulations of the last millennium
(FOR1 and FOR2; see Chapter 2) and two future climate change scenario runs
(A2 and B2; see Chapter 2). This suite of experiments provides a new perspective
by which future projections of the ocean circulation can be placed in a longer
time perspective. Also, the mechanisms responsible for the AMOC variability at
interannual and longer time-scales are explored, and the corresponding impact
of the different forcing factors is evaluated. For comparison, a 1000-year long
control run (CTRL2, see Chapter 2) is also analysed.

The chapter is organised as follows: A first temporal and spatial intercompar-
ison among simulations is addressed in Section 4.1. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 describe
the main features of AMOC variability at interannual and interdecadal time
scales, respectively. The AMOC response to the different forcing factors is pre-
sented in Section 4.4. Finally, the main conclusions are summarised in Section
4.5.

4.1 Climatology and temporal evolution of the AMOC

This section provides a first insight into the spatial and temporal features of
AMOC variability in the different ECHO-G experiments.

4.1.1 The mean AMOC state

Figure 4.1 shows the mean of the AMOC streamfunction for the three long sim-
ulations (CTRL2, FOR1 and FOR2). All experiments exhibit a realistic circula-
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tion, with maximum mean values comparable to NADW estimates of 15± 2 Sv
(Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2000). The simulated AABW inflow into the Atlantic is
in all cases below estimates of 5-8 Sv (Orsi et al., 1999; Ganachaud and Wunsch,
2000; Talley et al., 2003). Also, the NADW cell is generally deeper than indicated
by recent observations (Talley et al., 2003) and other model climatologies (e.g.
Dong and Sutton, 2005; Mignot and Frankignoul, 2005).

Deep water formation north of the Greenland-Scotland ridge (GSR) is negli-
gible in CTRL2, and accounts for a GSR overflow of 2-3 Sv in FOR1 and FOR2.
Yet, its strength is underestimated if compared to observations (6 Sv; Hansen and
Østerhus, 2000; Olsen et al., 2008). The discrepancy among simulations points
to differences in the properties of water masses in the North Atlantic. Indeed,
the reservoir north of the sills is climatologically lighter in CTRL2, both due to
fresher and warmer waters, exhibiting also less convective activity (not shown).
Similar conditions are also observed in the scenario simulations (A2 and B2) and
will be detailed in subsection 4.4.3. In contrast, in the forced experiments the
overflow brings dense waters to the subpolar North Atlantic, contributing to a
stronger AMOC below 1500 m.

4.1.2 Variability of the AMOC strength

The meridional overturning index (MOI∗), first defined by Delworth et al. (1993)
as the maximum value attained by the Atlantic meridional overturning stream-
function, is often employed to characterise the AMOC strength, since it is both
intuitive and robust against changes in models and simulations (e.g. Delworth
et al., 1993; Weaver and Valcke, 1998; Timmermann et al., 1998; Delworth and
Greatbatch, 2000; Thorpe et al., 2001; Delworth et al., 2002; Gregory et al., 2005;
Mignot and Frankignoul, 2005). In order to focus on decadal to multidecadal vari-
ability, Figure 4.2 shows the temporal evolution of a 11-yr running mean of the
MOI in the five ECHO-G simulations. In broad terms, AMOC variations in FOR1
and FOR2 are within the range of variability in CTRL2. Besides, FOR1 tends
to exhibit larger values than FOR2, as a result of their different initial stratifica-
tion, given that all other factors are the same (Chapter 2). A common feature to
both simulations is a weakening of the AMOC beginning with the industrial era
that continues along the scenario simulations (Figure 4.2). By the last decade of
the 21st century, the MOI experiences a decrease of 35% in B2, and 42% in A2
relative to the mean preindustrial value in FOR1 (ca. 20 Sv). We will show in
subsection 4.4.3 that this decrease is mainly caused by increased precipitation at

∗ Note that this definition is different to that considered in Chapter 3. Further de-
scription of the different overturning indices in literature is developed in the next
subsection.
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high latitudes. The larger decrease in A2 seems reasonable, since this scenario is
characterised by stronger emissions. This future response is most probably over-
estimated due to the lack of sulfate aerosols (Delworth and Dixon, 2006) in all
the simulations.
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Fig. 4.2: Time series of the MOI (in Sv) in the Atlantic for CTRL2 (black dashed
line), FOR1 (blue line), FOR2 (green line), A2 (grey line) and B2 (yellow line).
The series are smoothed with an 11 yr running-mean filter.

Fourier spectra of the unfiltered MOI (Figure 4.3a) indicate that the AMOC
behaviour is approximately described by a red-noise process in all three millennial
simulations (note that the scenarios are excluded). Variance exceeds slightly that
of a first order autoregressive process (AR1) at interannual and interdecadal
time scales, suggesting that other processes than just the integration of synoptic
weather noise by the ocean (Hasselmann, 1976) contribute to variability at these
time scales. The peaks of variance are most clear in CTRL2, and less so in
the forced runs (particularly at interdecadal timescales). The analysis of AMOC
variability at both frequency ranges will be addressed separately in Sections 4.2
and 4.3. Finally, in the lowest frequencies (periods above 100 yr) the CTRL2 run
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dotted lines correspond to the spectrum in the preindustrial period (1000-1800).
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the comparison with the forced runs. Blue lines represent the spectrum of a red
noise process with the same first autorregresive coefficient as the complete time-
series, and green line sets the 90% confidence interval of this red-noise process.

presents relatively small spectral densities as compared to the forced runs, and
also to its corresponding AR1 process. The larger values in FOR1 and FOR2 are
possibly an indicator of some modulation from the external forcing at centennial
timescales. This increased low-frequency MOI variability is partly explained by
the AMOC weakening trend in the period 1800-1990, that accounts respectively
for 29 and 8% of the total industrial variance in FOR1 and FOR2. Indeed, if
the industrial period is excluded, spectral values in both simulations exhibit a
general decrease at periods above 50 years (dotted grey lines in Figure 4.3a).
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4.1.3 Analysis of the maximum AMOC location.

As indicated by Vellinga and Wu (2004) and Dong and Sutton (2005), the loca-
tion at which the AMOC maximum is found varies with time, thus hindering the
physical interpretation of the MOI variability. In order to assess the robustness
of the MOI, the variability in the location of the maximum streamfunction value
in terms of latitude and depth is analysed (Figure 4.4; results are shown only
for A2 since those obtained for B2 are qualitatively very similar). In CTRL2 the
location of the maximum is quite stable, oscillating in a small band of latitudes
around 50◦N and mainly confined to the 1050 m depth. Indeed, about one third
of the time the temporal maximum occurs at the same location as the long-term
mean maximum (47.4◦N and 1050 m). In contrast, the forced experiments are
characterised by the location of the AMOC maximum varying in a wider range
of latitudes as well as depths. This suggests that the external forcing has a clear
impact on the position of the maximum, even if both the latitude and depth at
which the maxima occur are uncorrelated with the different forcing factors (not
shown). Indeed, the position of the maximum exhibits some low-frequency modu-
lation in the forced runs, not so clear in CTRL2. In both forced runs the maxima
are found between 10◦N and 56◦N, while these are concentrated in a narrower
latitudinal band in CTRL2. Also, FOR2 seems to exhibit some more latitudi-
nal variability than FOR1. During the first centuries of FOR1 the maximum is
more confined to latitudes from 36◦N to 56◦N, and only around 1800 AD this
range seems to broaden. The main discrepancies between FOR1 and FOR2 are
observed in depth. In FOR1, the maximum starts varying in a broad range of lev-
els, from 1000 to 2100 m. These variations are shallower in FOR2, probably due
to its different initial conditions. Indeed, FOR2 was started from year 1700 AD in
FOR1, a period when the position of the maximum starts to become shallower,
and varies at similar depths as in FOR2. This shoaling of the maximum continues
through the last three centuries of FOR1, and becomes more important during
the scenario simulations. In either case, both forced and unforced simulations
exhibit changes in depth and latitude that seem to be correlated, with maxima
located at lower (higher) latitudes more likely to occur at deeper (shallower) lev-
els. This suggestion is supported by linear correlations between both quantities
of -0.57, -0.67 and -0.74 for CTRL2, FOR1+A2 and FOR2, respectively.

Since the MOI is calculated as a maximum value, with its position varying in
a wide region of the North Atlantic (Figure 4.4), its short-term variability aver-
ages the signal across different locations, thus hampering the identification of the
possible mechanisms operating at smaller spatial scales (see Section 4.2). This
limitation of the MOI has led some authors to consider alternative overturning
indices. Vellinga and Wu (2004) fixed the latitude near the climatological maxi-
mum of the AMOC streamfunction to obtain a better representation of variability
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at interannual time scales. Similar definitions, with the overturning strength eval-
uated at fixed locations, have also been used in an attempt to link the AMOC
variability to specific processes in the North Atlantic, such as convection in the
Labrador Sea or NAO variability (Eden and Jung, 2001; Eden and Willebrand,
2001; Eden and Greatbatch, 2003) or to gauge its variability at the latitude of the
RAPID ocean observation array (e.g. Baehr et al., 2008). Finally, another alter-
native is the use of empirical orthogonal function (EOF) and principal component
(PC) analysis (e.g. Vellinga and Wu, 2004; Msadek and Frankignoul, 2009).

In the following, Sections 4.2 and 4.3 will address separately the high and low
frequency variability in the AMOC. To analyse the high-frequency several local
indices will be introduced in order to survey the different AMOC responses in the
North Atlantic and identify the mechanisms responsible for these variations. In
this way the diverseness of the local overturning short-term variability is better
represented. The selection will be made within the locations where the AMOC
streamfunction maxima have been found to take place in the simulations (Figure
4.4).

4.2 Mechanisms of high-frequency AMOC variability

The main goal of the following two Sections is to identify which mechanisms drive
the AMOC variability in the ECHO-G model at high (i.e. interannual) and low
(i.e. decadal to centennial) frequencies. Previous studies (Eden and Willebrand,
2001; Vellinga and Wu, 2004; Mignot and Frankignoul, 2005; Cabanes et al., 2008)
suggest that surface atmospheric circulation dominates the AMOC interannual
variability through changes in Ekman transport. Variance exceeding that of a red
noise process in the shorter timescales (2-5 years) of the Fourier spectra (Figure
4.3a) also suggest a role of the atmospheric forcing. Such atmospheric forcing
at high-frequencies would explain the fast variations observed in the location of
the maximum (Figure 4.4). Thus, a correlation analysis between both the global
atmospheric fields of SLP and wind stress, and a set of local overturning indices
is performed. In order to sample the regions where the AMOC becomes more in-
tense, only those locations where the AMOC streamfunction reaches a maximum
value (Figure 4.4) were considered. The local AMOC time-series at these sites
(ranging in number from 24 in CTRL2 to 22 in FOR2 and 30 in FOR1) were
selected and high-pass filtered by removing variability at time scales longer than
10 yr. The filter method employed uses least squares coefficients to reduce Gibbs
oscillations (Bloomfield, 1976) and is characterised by a sharp transfer window
that allows an accurate selection of the different timescales.
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Table 4.1: Position of the local overturning indices used in Section 4.2

MOI-loc1 MOI-loc2 MOI-loc3 MOI-loc4

Latitude (◦N) 55.8 41.8 33.5 10.0
Depth (m) 1050 1450 2100 1450

Inspection of the correlation maps between the aforementioned surface atmo-
spheric fields and the AMOC indices suggests the local series can be classified
into four categories represented by the indices at only four locations (Table 4.1;
note that the indices MOI-loc1 to MOI-loc4 are ordered by decreasing latitude).
Their associated atmospheric patterns are shown in Figure 4.5. Correlations with
the MOI (Figure 4.5, last row) generally exhibit a weaker signal than those with
locally defined indices. This result is to be expected due to the integration by
the MOI of different local influences across the North Atlantic basin. Here, as in
the remainder of the text, statistical significance of all the regression/correlation
coefficients is assessed following a Student’s t test. The sample size is corrected
by taking into account the series autocorrelation, thus reducing the sample de-
grees of freedom to its effective value (Bretherton et al., 1999). Correlation values
are maximum at lag 0, and drop substantially at other lags (not shown), thus
showing evidence of a fast overturning response to the atmospheric forcing at
high-frequencies.

The opposing phases of a zonally extended NAO-like SLP pattern (e.g. Wal-
lace and Gutzler, 1981) are identified for both MOI-loc1 and MOI-loc3. At mid-
latitudes, represented by MOI-loc2, the overturning variability is linked to an
intense anticyclonic cell centred north of the Azores islands (around 55◦N and
30◦W) that introduces a west-east gradient over western Europe, and is accom-
panied to the south by a band of negative pressure anomalies. These are the
main features described for the negative phase of the East Atlantic (EA) Pat-
tern by Barnston and Livezey (1987). The negative anomalies across Greenland
and the Nordic Seas, as opposed to the positive cell at midlatitudes, indicate
that some weak contribution from the NAO may also be present. MOI-loc4 is
the only index defined at tropical latitudes and is associated with a large-scale
pressure pattern with a noticeable signal in the tropical Pacific, that is likely ev-
idencing the influence of ENSO variability (e.g. Trenberth and Shea, 1987). The
model’s performance to reproduce both ENSO and NAO variability has been
previously analysed in CTRL1 (Min et al., 2005b). Overall, both indices are well
represented as compared to observations and other model simulations. The occur-
rence of ENSO is however too frequent, and its amplitude too large. The main
NAO bias is an overestimation of its impact over the Pacific sector. Likewise,
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the centers of action of the EA pattern (Figure 4.5, second row) are in general
good agreement with those observed in other models (e.g. Fig 3b in Msadek and
Frankignoul, 2009). Linear correlations (Table 4.2) support the observed links
between the MOI-loc4 and ENSO, between the NAO and both MOI-loc1 and
MOI-loc3, and also between MOI-loc2 and the EA timeseries. In addition, all
simulations show weaker but significant contributions from the NAO to MOI-
loc2 variability, as well as from the EA to the MOI-loc4. Interestingly, all local
indices show similar correlation patterns in the three millennial experiments, and
also similar correlations with the main teleconnection indices. For the sake of
briefness, the analysis in high-frequencies will continue focused exclusively on
the CTRL2 run, with results for the other runs leading to similar conclusions.

Table 4.2: Correlations between the high-pass filtered (periods ≤ 10 yr) local
overturning indices and the indices of the main teleconnection patterns (see also
Fig. 4.5). Values in bold represent correlations significant at the 0.05 level ac-
cording to a Student’s t test that takes into account the series autocorrelation to
calculate the sample size.

MOI-loc1 MOI-loc2 MOI-loc3 MOI-loc4

CTRL2 -0.06 0.01 0.07 0.49
ENSO FOR1 -0.04 -0.02 0.09 0.49

FOR2 -0.01 -0.11 0.02 0.38

CTRL2 -0.42 0.16 0.51 0.05
NAO FOR1 -0.64 0.15 0.64 -0.04

FOR2 -0.65 0.11 0.68 0.07

CTRL2 -0.04 -0.58 -0.06 0.25
EA FOR 0.03 -0.64 -0.01 0.30

FOR2 -0.10 -0.59 0.08 0.27

The underlying mechanism for the overturning response to the former tele-
connection patterns (i.e. NAO, ENSO and EA) is now explored (Figure 4.6).
The large-scale patterns modulate the zonal wind at different latitudes, thereby
inducing local changes in the meridional Ekman transport. Figure 4.6 shows
the spatial extension of AMOC changes (bottom panels) in the context of the
zonal wind variations (top panels) associated with each teleconnection index.
Note that, in the Northern Hemisphere, easterlies force northward and westerlies
southward meridional transport, while transports are reversed in the Southern
Hemisphere. In broad terms, the surface wind forcing is found to generate deep,
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latitudinally narrow and relatively local overturning cells. In the case of the NAO
(Figure 4.6a), easterlies around 30◦N force surface transport to the north, while
westerlies near 50◦N force southward transport. Convergence of water masses
at 43◦N results in local downwelling, thus originating two overturning cells of
opposite sign. This is consistent with the fact that MOI-loc1 and MOI-loc3 lie
in the regions with largest negative and positive anomalies, respectively. This
pattern with opposing cells and downwelling near 40◦N resembles the instanta-
neous ocean response to the NAO first described by Eden and Willebrand (2001)
and also found in later studies (Vellinga and Wu, 2004; Mignot and Frankignoul,
2005; Deshayes and Frankignoul, 2008). The pattern associated with ENSO (Fi-
gure 4.6b) is characterised by a large overturning cell confined to the tropical
Atlantic, consistent with the first EOF obtained by Vellinga and Wu (2004) at
interannual time scales, which they also relate to El-Niño variability. In this case,
the overturning cell is wider in latitude, as a response to the combined effect of
westerlies to the south and easterlies to the north of the Equator, both forcing
northward meridional mass transport. Obviously, only the index defined in the
Tropics (MOI-loc4) is well placed inside the resulting overturning cell. Finally,
and similarly to the NAO, the EA pattern is also linked to a dipole of narrow
overturning cells (Figure 4.6c), but more displaced to the south than those in
Figure 4.6a, given the influence of zonal winds further south. The regions with
the largest positive and negative overturning anomalies map over the locations
where MOI-loc4 and MOI-loc2 were defined, as expected after correlations in
Table 4.2.

Our results confirm the influence of local atmospheric circulation on the
AMOC interannual variability. The fact that the results are common in CTRL2
and the forced runs (Figure 6, Table 2) furthermore suggests that at high fre-
quencies changes in external forcing factors have no clear influence on the AMOC
variability. In the next Section the prominent features of the AMOC variability
on longer time scales are explored.
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Fig. 4.6: Analysis of high-frequency wind-driven AMOC changes in CTRL2.
Upper panels: Correlation values of the zonally averaged zonal wind-stress with
the indices: a) NAO, defined as the difference between normalised SLP anomalies
at the closest gridpoints to Azores and Iceland; b) ENSO, calculated as the 1st PC
of SST in the tropical Pacific; c) EA, computed as the 3rd PC of SLP in the North
Atlantic. Arrows indicate the direction in which the meridional Ekman transport
is produced. Lower panels: Regression maps between the AMOC streamfunction
(in Sv), and the previous indices. The crosses mark the location where the local
overturning indices are defined (note that MOI-loc1 to MOI-loc4 are ordered by
decreasing latitude). Data filtering and significance is considered as in Fig. 4.5.
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4.3 Low-frequency AMOC variability

This Section focuses on complementary timescales to those considered in Section
4.2, i.e. periods above 10 years. At low frequencies, the MOI is related at lag
0 to overturning variability over the whole Atlantic basin for each of the long
simulations (Figure 4.7, third row). Although the highest regression coefficients
are found in the NADW formation region, common basin-scale variability is found
from the North Atlantic to the Equator, indicating that at these timescales the
MOI gauges the variability of the entire AMOC cell.

The development of these basin-scale anomalies begins in the NADW forma-
tion region (Figure 4.7, top panels), and takes place gradually over several years,
attaining its maximum values at lag 0. Indeed, the low-pass filtered MOI is sig-
nificantly autocorrelated for lags up to 5-8 years (Figure 4.7, bottom panels).
These autocorrelations are also significant for the unfiltered index (not shown),
thus supporting a predominant AMOC mode at interdecadal timescales. Simi-
lar slowly-developing MOC variations have been observed in the context of some
ocean oscillatory modes in other models (e.g. Timmermann et al., 1998; Dong and
Sutton, 2005; Hawkins and Sutton, 2007). In the ECHO-G simulations, a thor-
ough understanding of this AMOC mode would require a complete description of
the mechanisms and cycles involved that is beyond the scope of this study. In the
following, a first insight on the mechanisms behind the AMOC strengthenings is
given instead.

At the low-frequencies, most of the mechanisms described (e.g. Timmermann
et al., 1998; Dong and Sutton, 2005; Mignot and Frankignoul, 2005; Hawkins
and Sutton, 2007) relate the AMOC variations to changes in North Atlantic
deep convection. Thus, in order to investigate the mechanism responsible for
interdecadal AMOC variability, the link between the MOI and the variability of
the mixed layer depth (MLD) in the long simulations is explored (Figure 4.8,
left column). The analysis shows that positive MOI variations are preceded by
increased activity south of Greenland, with maximum correlation coefficients for
a leading time of 4 years. Likewise, recent analyses with both observations and
regional modelling (Bacon et al., 2003; Moore, 2003; Pickart et al., 2003) suggest
that deep convection events in the Irminger Sea may be forced by a so-called
Greenland tip jet that enhances heat loss through both fairly localised air-sea
heat flux and strong wind-stress curl. A similar mechanism seems to be taking
place in the ECHO-G simulations, in spite of the relatively coarse resolution
of this model. Indeed, the correlation maps in Figure 4.8 (right column) show
that increased convection is taking place in a context of negative winter SLP
anomalies over Greenland, along with intensified westerlies from the Labrador
to the Irminger Seas, and increased wind-stress curl southeast of Cape Farewell.
This general picture is also compatible with the ocean response to NAO variability
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described by Deshayes and Frankignoul (2008), in which the NAO was found to
drive Irminger convection through anomalous Ekman pumping over the region.
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Fig. 4.7. The lag-correlations are calculated with the MOI lagging by 4 years, since
this lag is associated with the largest correlation coefficients. The grey rectangle
encloses the region where variables in Fig. 4.9 are averaged. The contour interval
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To identify the precursors for deep water formation the rest of the analy-
sis is performed focusing on convection south of Greenland. Figure 4.9 shows
lead-lag cross-correlations between the mean mixed layer depth anomalies in the
convection regions near Cape Farewell (grey box in Figure 4.8) and the aver-
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ages of other variables in the same region. The MOI is found to lag the changes
in convection by 4 years (dashed line in Figure 4.9) in consistency with Figure
4.8. The possible role of different quantities to foster convection is now explored
(Figure 4.9). No leading contribution on convection is found for either the av-
erages of heat and freshwater fluxes (both precipitation and evaporation), the
surface atmospheric temperature, or the mean ocean temperature and salinity
values at different depths (not shown). Most interestingly, variations of the zonal
wind-stress do precede by about 1 year the changes in convection.
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significance at the 0.05 level. Filtering and significance are considered as in Fig.
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Hence, the atmosphere appears, again, as the main source of low-frequency
changes in convection, which leads in turn the AMOC changes. In the forced
runs, these atmospheric variations seem to be ultimately forced by the NAO,
with a lead time of 1-2 years (grey dashed line in Figure 4.9, right panels). In
the CTRL2 run, the contribution of the NAO is not significant. To understand
this different influence the spectral and spatial features of the NAO are inves-
tigated. A Fourier analysis of their respective timeseries shows some enhanced
low-frequency NAO variability in the forced runs with respect to CTRL2 (black
and orange lines in Figure 4.3b). Some differences are also observed in the NAO
spatial configuration. The latitudinal SLP gradient is stronger in the forced runs
(Figure 4.10), which also shows anomalous low pressures over Greenland. Both
changes are accompanied by increased westerlies over the North Atlantic and in-
tensified Greenland tip jet, which has been shown to drive Labrador convection,
and thereby the AMOC. Other studies support the role of positive NAO phases to
favour deep convection events in both the Labrador (Dickson et al., 1996; Gue-
mas and Salas-Mélia, 2008) and Irminger Seas (Pickart et al., 2003; Deshayes
and Frankignoul, 2008). These results suggest spatial SLP changes in FOR1 and
FOR2 are being forced through the effect of the external forcing (both natural
and anthropogenic) on tropical and subtropical SSTs, which can potentially im-
pact the NAO (e.g. Rodwell et al., 1999; Peng et al., 2005). Given the impact of
external forcing on atmospheric variability and the NAO in particular, and by
extension its possible modulation of AMOC variability in FOR1 and FOR2, the
following Section investigates the specific AMOC response to each forcing factor.

4.4 AMOC response to the external forcing

While most models predict a slowdown of the overturning strength in response to
increasing GHG concentrations (Schmittner et al., 2005; Schneider et al., 2007),
the effect of the comparatively moderate radiative forcing (i.e. volcanic aerosols
and solar irradiance) on the AMOC variability has received less attention and is
less clear (e.g. Zorita et al., 2004; Stendel et al., 2006; Stenchikov et al., 2009;
Swingedouw et al., 2010; Ottera et al., 2010).

A preliminary analysis, focusing on the preindustrial era to omit the predom-
inant effect of greenhouse gases is carried out in order to investigate the linear
relationships between the natural forcing factors and the MOI. Neither the solar
irradiance nor the radiative effect of volcanic aerosols are significantly correlated
with the MOI, either at lag 0 (Table 4.3) or at other lead-lag times (not shown).
Moreover, the effective solar constant, that accounts for the combined effect of
both forcing factors, appears also unrelated to the changes in the MOI. Similar
results, excluding a significant linear response of the AMOC to both the slowly
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changing radiative forcing and the fast-varying volcanic aerosols, are also de-
scribed by Hofer et al. (2011) for several transient simulations covering the last
millennium.

Table 4.3: Correlations between the natural forcing and the MOI during the
preindustrial period (1200-1850). Note that none of these values is significant at
the 0.05 level according to a Student’s t test that takes into account the series
autocorrelation to calculate the sample size.

Volcanic forc. Solar forc. Sol+Volc. forc.

FOR1 0.08 0.02 0.08
FOR2 -0.04 0.10 -0.01

There is, however, an obvious need to improve the analysis, taking also into
account the particularities of each forcing factor. The main changes of the AMOC
and other ocean quantities related in response to each natural and anthropogenic
forcing factor are investigated separately in the following subsections.
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4.4.1 Impact of solar irradiance

Studies addressing the impact of solar variability analyse the climate conditions
during the Little Ice Age and, in particular, the Maunder Minimum (Rind et al.,
2004; Zorita et al., 2004). These are periods characterised by a weak insolation
(Figure 2.2), but also remarkable volcanic activity. The actual role of the AMOC
during this period remains unclear, with some studies showing little sensitivity
(e.g. Zorita et al., 2004; Stendel et al., 2006), while others suggest a weakening
(Cubasch et al., 1997; Broecker, 2000; Lund et al., 2006; Sedláček and Mysak,
2009a,b) or even a strengthening of the AMOC during low solar forcing condi-
tions (Swingedouw et al., 2010). In contrast, there is more consensus regarding
the main atmospheric conditions in the North Atlantic. Models show a general
tendency to produce negative NAO phases during periods of low radiative forcing
(Shindell et al., 2001; Rind et al., 2004; Zorita et al., 2004; Gouirand et al., 2007b;
Swingedouw et al., 2010) that may have an impact on the ocean. Indeed, Zorita
et al. (2004) show that these predominant low NAO phases lead to a weakening
of the Gulf stream through a modulation of the wind-stress forcing (Zorita et al.,
2004).

In the ECHO-G simulations, estimates of solar irradiance (Figure 2.2) show
a remarkable drop in solar activity from the MCA (ca. AD 1100-1300) to the
beginning of the LIA (ca. AD 1400-1600). Although both periods are also punc-
tuated by the effect volcanism, the main radiative difference can be assumed to be
solar related. The significance of the AMOC changes associated to this decrease
in total insolation is established by comparison with natural unforced variability.
The AMOC change from the LIA to the MCA is studied by calculating the differ-
ences between the 200 year long periods defined above. Its significance is analysed
by randomly extracting 1000 comparable non-overlapping periods of 200 yrs in
CTRL2 and calculating their respective differences. This provides a metric of the
largest possible change related to solar forcing in the forced simulations compared
to internal variability in CTRL2. Only those values above the 97.5th or below the
2.5th percentiles are shown (Figure 4.11a.). Overall, the AMOC changes tend to
be insignificant at the surface and also near the DWF region. The largest signifi-
cant values are located at depth near the Equator, although with opposite sign in
FOR1 and FOR2. At this location remarkable changes in both temperature and
salinity are also observed (not shown). Since the deep ocean needs long time to
reach thermal and haline adjustment, the different starting conditions in FOR1
(relatively warm) and FOR2 (relatively cold) can therefore explain the oppo-
site AMOC changes in depth, pointing to too short a spin up period to achieve
equilibrium at large depths. All these findings are difficult to reconcile with a
meaningful solar impact on the AMOC.
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The general ocean response to the solar forcing is also explored. To isolate
the signal of solar variability, disregarding the contribution from volcanoes, the
following study is based on different linear regressions with the standardised solar
irradiance (Figure 4.12). The sign of the solar index has been reversed to show
results corresponding to a decrease in the solar activity (as occurred during the
LIA). This new approach produces similar results for the AMOC to those in
Figure 4.11a (not shown). The reasons for the poor AMOC response to solar
forcing are investigated through the analysis of other ocean quantities.

In both runs, surface salinity increases in the Arctic following an increase of
the sea ice thickness that removes in turn fresh-water from the surface (Figure
4.12a). However, the changes in salinity are rather weak and occur far from
the Labrador and Irminger Seas, the region in the model that dominates deep
water formation. The main response to the radiative cooling is observed for the
SSTs (Figure 4.12b), which shows a global pattern of negative anomalies, more
intense in the Tropics. Yet, the anomalies in the vicinity of the Labrador Sea
are also negligible. The most conspicuous disagreement between simulations is
related to the atmospheric response (Figure 4.12c). While FOR1 exhibits no
significant changes, FOR2 shows a SLP pattern that has some resemblance to a
negative phase of the NAO, introducing anomalous easterlies near Cape Farewell.
However, the changes in wind-stress are not intense enough to affect Labrador
and Irminger Sea convection, as becomes apparent in Figure 4.12d. As a result,
significant changes of winter convection are weak and mainly localised in the
Norwegian Seas. This explains the little sensitivity of the AMOC to the solar
variability, and in particular the fact that we find no response at the LIA. A
similar picture arises for the ocean lagging the solar variations for up to 20 years
(not shown).

4.4.2 Influence of volcanic activity

Unlike the solar irradiance changes, that range from decadal to multi-centennial
timescales during the last millennium, volcanic aerosols have a relatively short-
lived strong impact on the radiative forcing. The associated cooling signal can
penetrate deep into the ocean, influencing the ocean thermal structure, and po-
tentially producing low-frequency changes on global quantities, such as the ocean
heat content, or the thermal expansion (Gleckler et al., 2006a,b). The particular
ocean response to the 1815 Tambora and 1991 Pinatubo eruptions has been as-
sessed by Stenchikov et al. (2009) using the GFDL model. Besides long-lasting
changes in the ocean heat content and steric height, both major eruptions have
been found to produce a 10% increase in the strength of the AMOC, triggered
by enhanced convection favoured by denser conditions in the upper ocean. An
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overall AMOC increase is also observed in response to large tropical eruptions in
the Bergen climate model (Ottera et al., 2010).

The non-linear episodic influence of volcanoes cannot be properly captured
by the regression analysis applied to solar variability. Hence, a composite analysis
is employed instead. The overall effect of volcanoes is characterised during the
15 largest preindustrial eruptions, their radiative forcing being at least half as
large as for the 1815 AD Tambora eruption. To represent the periods without
volcanic forcing, a volcanic-free dataset is defined that includes all the 237 years
not preceded by a volcanic eruption in the previous decade. This latter choice
is motivated by the fact that the analysis reveals that the volcanic fingerprint is
almost negligible 10 years after the eruptions in both FOR1 and FOR2.
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Fig. 4.13: Composites of the averaged preindustrial anomalies following the on-
set of the 15 largest preindustrial eruptions. The depth profiles of the following
variables are explored: a) Atlantic mean temperature (in K), b) Atlantic salinity
(in psu). Significance is assessed as in Fig. 4.11b.

The composite maps in Figures 4.11b, 4.13 and 4.14 are calculated as the
average of preindustrial anomalies in the volcanic dataset, using a Monte Carlo
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test to assess significance. The reference Monte Carlo ensemble is computed by
random selection of 15 years from the volcanic-free dataset. 1000 different real-
izations are performed. As in the previous subsection, composite values are not
significant if they fall within percentiles 2.5th and 97.5th of the ensemble. Figure
4.11b shows the averaged AMOC response from years 5 to 10 after the volcanic
eruptions. Similarly to Stenchikov et al. (2009) and Ottera et al. (2010), and in
contrast with the linear correlations in Table 4.3, a small but significant increase
of the AMOC is found in the NADW formation region. Moreover, in the case
of FOR2, positive streamfunction values up to 0.5 Sv are found all across the
Atlantic basin. The analysis of other quantities help to understand how they
develop.

The depth penetration of the volcanic signal is evaluated for temperature and
salinity. Figure 4.13a shows that the cooling in the Atlantic ocean reaches down
to 600 m in FOR1 and 1000 m in FOR2, with the largest significant values in the
upper 200 m. The impact on salinity is clearly smaller, and mainly localised in the
upper 50 m (4.13b). In terms of latitude, the cooling is more important near the
subtropics (Figure 4.14a), with the most persistent negative anomalies occurring
north of 55◦N. North Atlantic convection is favoured by increased upper salinity,
mainly caused by a rise in sea ice thickness at high latitudes (Figure 4.14b). Both
cooling and salinification contribute to denser conditions near the surface, thus
leading to a slight increase in mixed layer depth both in the Nordic Seas (north
of 63◦N, Figure 4.14c), and, to a lesser extent, in the Labrador and Irminger Seas
(south of 63◦N, Figure 4.14c), which may explain the small strengthening of the
AMOC. Unlike in Ottera et al. (2010), there is no significant NAO response to
volcanoes (not shown), and therefore no wind-stress contribution to convection
(vectors in Figure 4.14c). This may explain the smaller AMOC changes in the
ECHO-G model.

4.4.3 The fingerprint of increasing GHGs.

The large sensitivity of climate models to increasing GHGs emerges from the
fact that its radiative effect is both strong (unlike for the solar forcing) and
long-lasting (unlike for volcanic aerosols). Most climate change projections are
characterised by a decrease in surface density in the North Atlantic, due to the
combined effect of increased precipitation and surface warming (Rahmstorf and
Ganopolski, 1999; Cubasch et al., 2001; Gregory et al., 2005; Meehl et al., 2007).
In response to the lighter waters NADW formation is weakened, and therefore
the AMOC.

The impact of increasing GHG concentrations is analysed computing the dif-
ference in means between the last 31 years of the future projections (when the
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GHG forcing is larger) and the preindustrial era, that can be assumed to incor-
porate only natural forcing changes. Significance is assessed by comparing these
differences to the percentiles 2.5th and 97.5th of a new preindustrial ensemble.
This time, each member is calculated as the average of the preindustrial anomalies
in a period of 31 years. There is a total of 721 different such periods through-
out the preindustrial era. Due to the strong forcing, most of the differences turn
out to be significant (Figures 4.11c, 4.15 and 4.16). By the end of the 21st cen-
tury both scenario simulations (A2 and B2) show a substantial weakening of the
AMOC cell with respect to the mean preindustrial values (Figure 4.11c). This
weakening is more prominent in the deep ocean, with a maximum decrease of
∼ 14 Sv around 3000 m depth that leads to a shoaling of the whole AMOC cell
that is compatible with results from other climate change simulations (Manabe
and Stouffer, 1994; Schaeffer et al., 2004; Bryan et al., 2006; Drijfhout et al.,
2008). Also relevant is a slowdown of the GSR overflow.
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To understand these changes, other quantities are investigated. The main
response in SLP is shown in Figure 4.15a, characterised by a dipole-like struc-
ture that resembles a positive phase of the NAO. Other global warming runs
also predict a positive increase in the NAO with increasing GHG concentrations
(Stephenson et al., 2006; Meehl et al., 2007). As already shown in Section 4.2,
positive NAO phases go along with increased Ekman pumping and zonal wind
stress south of Cape Farewell, both countering the weakening effect of the lighter
surface conditions on convection activity. As a result, there is a small increase
in the mixed layer depth at the Western Irminger Sea (Figure 4.15b). Other re-
gions, like the Inner Labrador or the Nordic Seas, show a general weakening of
convection (Figure 4.15b). However, these changes seem insufficient to explain
the major reduction in the AMOC strength.

We turn our attention to the basin-scale changes in density, separating the
contributions from temperature and salinity. Under climate change conditions
the Atlantic ocean experiences a general warming which translates into nega-
tive density anomalies all across the basin, more important in the GIN Seas and
at tropical latitudes (Figure 4.16a). However, the main changes in density are
largely related to salinity (Figure 4.16b). In the Tropics, surface salinity increases
through reduced precipitation and enhanced evaporation (Figure 4.16c), cancel-
ing out the effect of the local warming on density. Note that positive freshwater
fluxes (from the atmosphere to the ocean) are related to reduced evaporation
and increased snow melt and precipitation. In contrast, North Atlantic salinity
decreases considerably in response to a general increase in precipitation, a local
decrease of evaporation near 50◦ N, and a lesser contribution from snow melt at
higher latitudes. In the GIN seas, the combined effect of both salinity and tem-
perature adds up to produce a local drop in density. The lighter waters north of
the sill, plus the small net changes in the Tropics result in a sizable reduction of
the meridional density gradient (black contours in Figures 4.16a,b), that favours
a weakening of the GSR overflow as well as of the AMOC (Thorpe et al., 2001).
Therefore, results highlight the crucial role of salinity and the water cycle to drive
the major changes in the Atlantic.

4.5 Conclusions

The present chapter focuses on the analysis of the AMOC variability in an un-
forced present-day control run, two forced runs for the last millennium, and two
IPCC scenarios. The evolution of the MOI throughout the millennial simulations
evidences that most of the AMOC variability takes place at multidecadal time
scales both in the control and the forced runs. The main mechanisms responsible
for the overturning variability in two different time scales have been identified
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and analysed. In the high-frequency the local overturning variability is found to
be forced by different wind regimes at different latitudes, largely driven by three
well-known teleconnection patterns: ENSO, NAO, EA. The analysis in the low
frequencies underlines the role of Labrador and Irminger convection in the North
Atlantic deep water formation, and thereby in the variability of the overturning
circulation. The delayed influence of the NAO in the forced runs, leading convec-
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tion changes by one year, is in line with other model simulations (Delworth and
Greatbatch, 2000; Eden and Willebrand, 2001; Bentsen et al., 2004; Guemas and
Salas-Mélia, 2008) and observational analyses (Dickson et al., 1996; Curry et al.,
1998). The balance of evidence from available modelling and observational studies
suggests that both heat fluxes changes and wind-stress variations are important
means of conveying NAO variability to influence AMOC variations in a wide
range of frequencies. Although our results emphasise more the role of wind-stress
changes, anomalous heat flux forcing can also play an important contribution
as suggested in other studies (Delworth and Greatbatch, 2000; Eden and Wille-
brand, 2001). The importance of persistent anomalous heat fluxes for AMOC
variability and predictability in the ECHO-G model was previously analysed in
Chapter 3.

The influence of the radiative forcing has been also evaluated. Among the
three forcing factors considered, only the GHG concentrations have a strong
impact on the AMOC strength. The two forced simulations exhibit a substantial
decrease in the overturning strength starting in the Industrial Era and continuing
in the future scenario simulations (Figure 4.2), well below the range of natural
AMOC variability simulated for the past millennium and the control simulation.
This final weakening is associated with a reduced meridional density gradient
and with decreased convection in the North Atlantic, both mainly responding
to changes in the atmospheric water transport. In contrast, the forcing due to
insolation and volcanic aerosols produces minor changes in salinity and moderate
shallow changes in temperature. In the case of solar irradiance, these changes
occur far from the Labrador and Irminger convection regions, and thereby the
impact on the AMOC is negligible. More interestingly, the upper cooling following
the main volcanic eruptions is accompanied by a rise in surface salinity, both
therefore contributing to a small general increase of convection in the North
Atlantic. This produces a minor strengthening of the AMOC cell, in particular
if compared to results from other models (Stenchikov et al., 2009; Ottera et al.,
2010).
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World ocean heat content variability in the last
millennium and two IPCC scenarios∗

Plus tard, c’est un océan, une mer noire sur laquelle tu navigues, comme

si ton nez était l’arête, ou plutôt l’étrave d’un gigantesque paquebot. . .

L’eau t’entoure de toutes parts, mer noire, immobile, extraordinaire-

ment plate, même pas phosphorescente, et pourtant, tu as l’impression

que tu pourrais découvrir chaque détail, le moindre nuage s’il y avait

un ciel, la plus petite terre s’il y avait un horizon. Mais il n’y a que la

mer, (et tu es tout entier étrave creusant sans effort, sans bruit, sans

vibration, les traces blanches et profondes de ton passage, comme un

soc de charrue retournant un champ).

George Perec. Un homme qui dort. 1967

A manifest proof of human-made influence on climate is the recent warming
of the world oceans (Levitus et al., 2001), its prominent features being only repro-
duced by models when anthropogenic GHG forcing is considered (Levitus et al.,
2001; Crowley et al., 2003; Gregory et al., 2004; Barnett et al., 2005; Delworth
et al., 2005; Palmer et al., 2009). The positive trend in upper ocean heat content
is robust to all the observational datasets and processing methods (Lyman et al.,
2010; Trenberth, 2010). These same observational estimates report a flattening of
the OHC trend since 2003, despite the steady increase in GHG concentrations and
net radiation at the top of the atmosphere (Trenberth and Fasullo, 2010). This

∗ The main contents of this chapter are included in:
Ortega, P., J. F. González-Rouco, M. Montoya and H. Beltrami, 2011: Variability of
the ocean heat content during the last millennium. An assessment with the ECHO-g
Model. In preparation.
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slowdown of the upper ocean warming probably indicates a significant impact of
other external and internal sources on the OHC. In the 20th century, two other
prominent factors besides the GHG rise are known to have had a noticeable con-
tribution to the global OHC integral. Both anthropogenic, and to a lesser extent,
volcanic aerosols have partly offset the ocean warming resulting from increasing
GHG concentrations (Delworth et al., 2005). Furthermore, the influence of vol-
canoes is particularly important to explain the observed decadal OHC changes
(Domingues et al., 2008). Besides the changes in radiative forcing, other pro-
cesses related to internal natural variability can potentially modulate the upper
OHC variability in the next decades, through increased heat flux exchange with
the atmosphere and also through enhanced heat transfer to deeper ocean levels
(Katsman and van Oldenborgh, 2011). A clear example is the AMOC, which is
responsible for heat redistribution in the Atlantic Ocean and also has an impact
on its decadal upper temperature variability (e.g. Knight et al., 2005). Likewise,
other modes of atmospheric and ocean variability can influence OHC. Levitus
et al. (2005b), for instance, propose a reversal of polarity in the PDO to explain
the observed interdecadal OHC variability from 1956 to 2003. Also in the Pacific
ocean, Willis et al. (2004) report a potential influence of strong ENSO-related
events on the global OHC budget at interannual timescales. However, these latter
analyses are prior to the identification of important instrumentation problems in
the OHC estimates resulting, among other features, in an overestimation of its
interdecadal variability (Levitus et al., 2009), and should be therefore confirmed
in the new corrected climatologies (Domingues et al., 2008; Ishii and Kimoto,
2009; Levitus et al., 2009).

The aim of this study is to improve our understanding on the processes and
factors influencing OHC variability, through the analysis and comparison of both
simulations and observations. The experiments employed herein are therefore
the same already used for the analysis of AMOC in Chapter 4 and described in
Chapter 2: two forced simulations of the last millennium (FOR1 and FOR2), two
future climate change scenario runs (A2 and B2), and a long control simulation
(CTRL2). As for the analysis of the AMOC (see Chapter 4), this approach places
the recent ocean warming within the range of past OHC variability. Of particu-
lar interest is the comparison with the OHC change during the MCA to the LIA
transition. Additionally, an observational dataset of OHC variations for the pe-
riod 1955-2010 is also considered (updated version of estimates in Levitus et al.,
2009). This set of model experiments and observations allows for an evaluation
of the prominent features of OHC variability during the instrumental period. Af-
terwards, the analysis is extended to the last millennium to evaluate the impact
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of both the forcing and internal climate variability on the OHC variations from
interannual to secular timescales.

The chapter is structured as follows: in Section 5.1 simulations are compared
to OHC observations and other proxy reconstructions in the last millennium. The
impact of the external forcing on OHC variability is addressed in Section 5.2.
Likewise, Section 5.3 deals with the contribution of different modes of climate
variability to global and local OHC. To conclude, Section 5.4 summarises the
major findings of this study.

5.1 Temporal evolution of ocean heat content and thermal
expansion

This sections describes the major aspects of OHC temporal variability, as rep-
resented by the ECHO-G simulations during both the observational period and
the last thousand years. In each case, simulated variability is compared with the
available observational (instrumental or proxy) evidence.

5.1.1 OHC variability in the observational period

Estimates of ocean heat content are calculated from global records of upper
ocean temperature. This computation requires reliable and globally distributed
subsurface instrumental data, as well as the use of different interpolation and
regridding techniques. Since 1950, the spatial coverage of temperature measure-
ments has steadily improved, and new data sources have become available (e.g.
moored buoys, ARGO floats, bathythermograph measurements). The integration
of these data is open to important uncertainties, since it is sensitive to the records
considered and the different methodologies applied, such as the mapping and bias
correction techniques (Gregory et al., 2004; Lyman et al., 2010). This has lead
to the publication of somewhat different OHC estimations by different groups
and institutions (Domingues et al., 2008; Ishii and Kimoto, 2009; Levitus et al.,
2009), the major discrepancies concerning the representation of interannual OHC
variability (Lyman et al., 2010).

Our analysis will be therefore focused on the long-term trends, and the rep-
resentation of decadal OHC variability. For this study, observational estimates
(OBS) are computed through gridded NODC-OCL temperature fields from the
surface to 700 m depth†. An earlier estimate of these OHC anomalies is presented
in Levitus et al. (2009). In the ECHO-G simulations, OHC anomalies are com-
puted in the upper 700 m of the ocean, for direct comparison with observations.

† http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/indprod.html

http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/indprod.html
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Fig. 5.1: Evolution of heat content anomalies (in 1022J) in the upper 700 m of the:
a) World ocean; b-d) Pacific, Indian and Atlantic oceans, respectively. Observed
OHC is computed from temperature profiles of the Ocean Climate Laboratory at
NODC in the period 1955-2010 (OBS). Simulated OHC anomalies are shown for
the forced simulations FOR1 and FOR2 from 1955 to 1990, and for the scenario
runs A2 and B2 from 1991 to 2010. Besides, FOR1 has been extended to year
2000 (light blue line), thus also incorporating Pinatubo’s eruption. Horizontal
dashed lines represent a threshold of ±2 standard deviations from the long-term
variability in CTRL2. The reference period for the anomalies is 1960-1990.

The global integral of these anomalies is shown in Figure 5.1a. To cover the whole
observational period (1955-2010) with the forced simulations, the first 20 years
of the future scenario runs are shown after 1990. Since A2 and B2 assume zero
volcanic activity and keep solar irradiance constant from year 1990 AD, they
both miss the natural external influences. In order to take into account a more
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recent history of these forcings, FOR1 has been extended to year 2000, now also
including the influence of Pinatubo’s eruption (in 1991 AD). Note that OHC os-
cillates within the range of CTRL2 variability (dashed horizontal lines in Figure
5.1) from 1955 to 1990, and goes beyond these values afterwards.

Observed and simulated trends are now compared separately before and after
1990 (Table 5.1). All forced simulations overestimate the global OHC trends,
especially from 1955 to 1990, the period with largest observed decadal OHC
variability. This overestimation can be arguably attributed to the lack of sulphate
aerosols in the forced simulations, that can offset the GHG warming up to a 50%
(Delworth et al., 2005). By basins, trends are mostly overestimated in the Pacific
(that dominates the warming due to its larger extension) and Indian oceans, and
show a good agreement in the Atlantic (Figure 5.1b-d and Table 5.1), probably
indicating that some internal variability process is compensating the offset in the
Atlantic warming trend.

Table 5.1: Linear trends of the ocean heat content (in 1022J/yr) during the periods
1955-1990 and 1991-2010 in the World ocean, and the three main basins.

World Ocean Pacific Ocean Indian Ocean Atlantic Ocean

1955-1990
OBS 0.11 0.03 0.02 0.06

FOR1 0.24 0.09 0.05 0.10
FOR2 0.26 0.11 0.07 0.08

1991-2010
OBS 0.57 0.20 0.14 0.23
A2 0.86 0.36 0.25 0.25
B2 0.72 0.30 0.17 0.26

To better illustrate interdecadal variability, OHC curves are replotted in terms
of heat content by unit area (Figure 5.2). The corresponding changes in the total
radiative forcing (RF), and the equivalent radiative forcing of each factor are
also shown to shed light on their individual role (lower panels in Figure 5.2).
Globally, forced simulations are able to partly reproduce the low-frequency OHC
modulation in observations, associated to the cooling effect of volcanoes. Both
simulations and observations evidence that most decadal variability occurs in
the Pacific and Indian oceans, while the Atlantic ocean warms almost linearly.
Discrepancies in the low-frequency among FOR1, FOR2 and OBS (blue, green
and black curves in Figure 5.2) point to potential influences of natural climate
variability in the Pacific and Indian basins, superimposed to the GHG-driven
trend and the volcanic modulation. The global integral shows better agreement
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Fig. 5.2: The same as in Fig. 5.1 but the heat content changes are normalised
per unit area (in 108J/m2). Below each panel, estimates of the different radiative
forcings are shown, expressed as changes with respect to year 1955. Dotted lines
correspond to projections of the radiative forcing in the scenario simulation A2.

since local effects are partly canceled out. Overall, the forcing explains about
70% of the simulated and observed OHC variance, either globally or by basins
(Table 5.2). However, the large variance explained is mainly related to the steep
warming trend after year 1990 (Table 5.3).

To assess the reasons for the different degree of agreement between obser-
vational and simulated trends before and after 1990, the spatial distribution of
recent trends is now explored in Figure 5.3. From 1955-1990 (Figure 5.3, left
column), a weak general warming is observed in the three datasets, subject to
different local influences in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, with simulations only
showing marginal agreement with observations. From 1991 onwards (Figure 5.3,
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Table 5.2: OHC variance explained by the total equivalent radiative forcing in
whole ocean and the three major basins during the period 1955-2010.

World Ocean Pacific Ocean Indian Ocean Atlantic Ocean

OBS 68% 67% 42% 63%
FOR1+A2 69% 66% 66% 70%
FOR1+B2 67% 63% 68% 64%

Table 5.3: The same as in Table 5.2 but for the periods 1955-1990 and 1991-2010.

World Ocean Pacific Ocean Indian Ocean Atlantic Ocean

1955-1990
OBS 33% 32% 20% 11%
FOR1 12% 4% 22% 14%
FOR2 23% 23% 27% 4%

1991-2010
OBS 84% 61% 69% 76%
A2 99% 98% 90% 97%
B2 99% 95% 86% 95%

right column), the location of observed and simulated trends is in better accor-
dance, with larger tendencies in the North Atlantic and western Pacific, and a
rather uniform warming in the Indian basin. Note that observations show op-
posite trends in both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans with respect to the first
period, that could be compatible with shifts in the tendencies of the PDO and
the AMO indices among both periods. These contributions of natural variability
will be further analysed in Section 5.3. Finally, during the last 90 years of the
scenario simulations (Figure 5.4) a worldwide warming pattern emerges, with
larger trends at high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. Yet, the local cooling
south of Greenland persists, in line with the reported weakening of the AMOC
cell, resulting in lesser downward heat transport (see Chapter 4).

The results suggest both a predominant influence of the forcing, most im-
portant from 1990, along with some impact of internal climate variability, able
to produce important OHC changes at least at local scales. For that reason, a
separate analysis follows, first focused on the fingerprints of the external forcing
(Section 5.2), and later investigating the influence of other processes of natural
variability (Section 5.3). Due to the limited time span of the observational pe-
riod, the use of the millennial simulations allows for a better understanding and
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Fig. 5.3: Linear trends of the observed (top panel) and simulated (lower panels)
OHC (in 108J/m2yr) in the upper 700 of the ocean for the periods 1955-1990
(left) and 1991-2010 (right).

quantification of their respective roles. The simulated OHC variability is next
assessed for the last millennium.
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Fig. 5.4: The same as in Fig. 5.3 but for A2 (left) and B2 (right) in the period
2011-2100.

5.1.2 Thermosteric sea level and ocean heat content throughout the
last millennium

Ocean heat content, when integrated over deep ocean levels, is a good indicator
of decadal changes in the radiation balance at the top of the atmosphere (Palmer
et al., 2011). Model simulations, however, can be subject to initial instabilities in
the deep ocean, that would artificially mask the oceanic response to the radiative
forcing. In fact, the ECHO-G simulations show important temperature trends at
intermediate and bottom waters (Figure 5.5). In FOR1, due to its initial con-
ditions (see Chapter 2), the ocean starts anomalously warm at 1000 m depth,
and only the shallowest layers exhibit certain modulation by the external forc-
ing. Likewise, CTRL2 shows opposite and long-lasting trends above and below
2000 m, probably indicating a permanent drift in the ocean. For the rest of the
analysis, this model-dependent drift in ocean temperature is removed from the
forced runs.

OHC in the upper 700 m shows a comparable evolution in FOR1 and FOR2
since 1700AD (Figure 5.6a), while substantially smaller variability occurs in
CTRL2 (dotted black line). Prior to this year, FOR1 is clearly influenced by
its warm starting conditions. For this reason, analyses covering the last millen-
nium will be only addressed with FOR2. It cannot be established whether some
residual artificial trends are still present in FOR2. Since the influence of the initial
trends is negligible during the last three centuries, FOR1 will be used together
with the A2 and B2 scenario runs for studies in the observational period.

To our knowledge, there are no direct proxies for the OHC variability in
the last millennium. There are, instead, long-term observations (Jevrejeva et al.,
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2008a) and paleoclimate reconstructions (Kemp et al., 2011) of past sea level
(SL) changes in the last two thousand years. These records can provide a good
benchmark to evaluate the realism of the initial trends in the simulations, since
the thermosteric contribution to SL variability responds directly to changes in
the OHC. Given that estimates of SL change represent the global ocean, thermal
expansion is computed for the whole ocean depth in the simulations. However,
it should be noted that other contributions to SL variability, like the melting of
land glaciers and polar ice caps, are not represented in the ECHO-G model and
cannot be included.

Thermal expansion in both forced simulations shows a strong drift from initial
conditions (Figure 5.6b), fueled by the trends in the deeper ocean. The effect of
this drift can be partly corrected by comparing with the SL data. The longest
instrumental SL record is computed from tide gauge observations since 1700 AD
(Jevrejeva et al., 2008a, hereafter Jev08). These estimates show evidence that
acceleration of sea level rise began about 200 years ago, and was preceded by a
century of comparatively flattened SL variations (brown line in Figure 5.6c). A
local reconstruction from salt-marsh sediments in North Carolina (Kemp et al.,
2011, hereafter Kemp11) is in reasonable agreement with estimates in Jev08,
and shows stable SL variability in the same period. This record is summarised
in an idealised manner by the yellow filled curve in Figure 5.6c. It is therefore
plausible that all components of sea level rise (SLR), and in particular the thermal
expansion, leveled off during the 18th century. Hence, under this assumption, to
correct the effect of initial trends in the later centuries of the forced runs, thermal
expansion is flattened in the period 1700-1800 by removing the corresponding
simulated trends. In this way, the rate of observed SLR and simulated thermal
expansion can be compared in the last two centuries.

Before the 17th century, both the simulated thermal expansion and the SL
proxies of Kemp11 show comparable downward trends from 1500 onwards, but
exhibit a clear mismatch in the earlier centuries. Indeed, proxies give evidence of a
steady SLR since 1000 AD while the forced simulations show a sustained decrease
in thermal expansion. None of these trends is observed in our estimates of the
total radiative forcing (Figure 5.6d). It should be kept in mind that the SL curve
shown for Kemp11 is idealised, and represents local changes in North Carolina. It
is not clear to what extent this proxy represents the global SL changes. Likewise,
the analysis suggest that in the simulations the effect of the initial trends is still
noticeable before 1700 AD.

In the last two centuries the drift has been corrected, and thermal expansion
only accounts for about a sixth of the total sea level rise in the last two centuries
(Table 5.4). It is not clear, however, if this contribution is underestimated by
the model. While some observational studies suggest a leading contribution from
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thermal expansion on sea level (Bindoff et al., 2007; Domingues et al., 2008),
others point to a dominant role of melting processes (Miller and Douglas, 2004;
Jevrejeva et al., 2008b). In the period 1955-2000 of the ECHO-G simulations,
thermal expansion would account for a third of the recent observed sea level rise
(Figure 5.7 and Table 5.4). This trend is notably overestimated by the model
since it is almost twice as large as the trend for the observed thermal expansion
(computed from temperatures in OBS), probably due to the missing contribution
of anthropogenic aerosols. During the scenario simulations, the rate of thermal
expansion is accelerated by about a factor of three with respect to the period
1955-2000 (Table 5.4). Although the corresponding trend for the SLR cannot be
estimated by the model, the evaluation for the 19th and 20th centuries suggested
a thermosteric contribution of about one sixth. This result, however, is difficult
to reconcile with future projections in the fourth IPCC assessment report (Meehl
et al., 2007), in which thermal expansion is expected to explain 70 to 75% of
the total sea level rise by the end of the 21st century. In order to improve our
understanding on the direct role of ocean warming to SLR, the mass increase due
to land ice melting needs to be better constrained.

Table 5.4: Linear trends in sea level (in mm/yr) and thermal expansion (in
mm/yr) for the whole ocean in the periods 1955-2000, 1800-2000 and 2000-2100.

Thermal expansion Sea Level Rise

OBS FOR1 FOR1+A2 FOR1+B2 Jev08

1800-2000 0.24 0.24 0.24 1.38
1955-2000 0.26 0.46 0.53 0.52 1.55

2000-2100 1.78 1.41

On the following, the focus is placed on the OHC in the upper 700 m, to
minimise the effect of the model drift. At this depth, the OHC (Figure 5.6a)
clearly responds to variations in the net radiative forcing (Figure 5.6d). The
main aspects of this influence are discussed in the next section.

5.2 Fingerprint of external forcing on ocean heat content

This section analyses the main temporal and spatial features of the upper OHC
response to the external forcing. A first assessment is performed in the instru-
mental period.
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lines, respectively) and observations (grey line; computed with temperature fields
from NODC-OCL). The vertical dotted line sets the period where linear trends
in Table 5.4 are calculated.

5.2.1 Quantifying recent forcing impacts

The last 55 years have witnessed relevant changes in the radiative forcing, mainly
associated to an acceleration of both GHG and sulphate aerosols emission rates
and the occurrence of three major volcanic eruptions (Mt. Agung in 1963; El
Chichón in 1983 and Pinatubo in 1991) and five complete solar cycles. In re-
sponse to these changes, the world ocean has experienced a remarkable warming
trend, modulated to some extent at decadal timescales (see Section 5.1 and Figure
5.2). In this context, however, impact and attribution studies are constrained by
the short time span of the observational records. Particular caution should be
taken since physically unrelated quantities can coincidentally vary at compara-
ble timescales. To ensure that no artificial relationship emerges in our analysis,
a statistical significance test is employed that takes into account the serial au-
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tocorrelation to correct for the effective sample size (same approach followed in
Chapter 4).
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Fig. 5.8: Regression patterns between the anomalies of OHC in the upper 700
m (in 108J/m2) and the standardised total radiative forcing in Fig. 5.2 during
the period 1955-2000 of: a) the observations, b) the extended FOR1 run. Dotted
areas enclose values significant at a 0.05% level according to a Student’s t test
that takes into account the series autocorrelation to correct the sample size.

Also, in order to maximise the signal of the oceanic response, the analysis in
the observational period is exclusively focused on the effect of the total radiative
forcing. The period considered for the analysis is 1955-2000, to include the latest
changes in solar and volcanic forcing used for the extended FOR1 run. Figure 5.8
shows the regression patterns between the total radiative forcing in this experi-
ment (see Figure 5.2) and the observed and simulated OHC changes in the upper
700 m. Both plots exhibit an overall warming pattern and some noticeable local
coolings. Yet, there is a general disagreement in the regions where these changes
are significant. The validity of these results will be assessed by extending the
analysis to the whole FOR2 run, the millennial simulation with steadier initial
conditions. This will allow to provide further insight on the particular role of
each forcing factor.

5.2.2 Influence of the forcing in the last thousand years.

Within the last millennium, the pattern of response to an increase in the total
radiative forcing (Figure 5.9a) corresponds to a generalised warming of the upper
ocean, with larger values in the extratropics, and some local coolings in regions
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of deep water formation, like the Labrador and Weddell Seas. Unlike in the ob-
servational period, most of these changes are significant, especially northward of
40◦S.

Considering the individual effect of different factors, only the GHGs have a
widespread impact. In particular, they have a significant effect in the Tropics
(Figure 5.9b) and the convection regions, being also associated to the largest
regression coefficients. In contrast, the fingerprint of solar variability (5.9c) is a
mild response mainly localised at midlatitudes in the three major basins. Regres-
sion values with the effective solar constant (Figure 5.9d) are considerably lower,
as it also includes the non-linear episodic influence of volcanic eruptions. The
impact of volcanoes is evaluated instead through a composite analysis focused on
the top 25 and 10 preindustrial eruptions, to distinguish a moderate and a strong
impact. The composite averages the differences in OHC occurring between the 5
years following and the 5 years preceding the corresponding volcanic eruptions,
and assesses their significance by comparing with the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of
a Monte Carlo ensemble, consisting of 1000 analogous differences in CTRL2. As
for the solar irradiance, the largest OHC changes take place in the extratrop-
ics (Figure 5.9e-f). The pattern of cooling is similar in both composite analyses,
with no remarkable spatial differences. As expected, larger negative anomalies
are observed for the strongest eruptions (Figure 5.9f).

To understand the reasons for the different latitudinal OHC response to the
forcing and the larger sensitivity in the extratropics, the contribution of heat
fluxes at the surface is now explored. First, the long-term mean and standard
deviation of these fluxes are characterised (Figure 5.10). In climatological terms
(Figure 5.10, left), the net surface heat flux is positive (i.e. into the ocean) near
the Equator, the region receiving more solar (shortwave) radiation, and negative
(i.e. to the atmosphere) along the warm waters of the western boundary currents
and in the deep convection regions, due to increased latent and sensible heat
flux. The same regions are associated to the most important heat flux variations
(Figure 5.10, right). In particular, the largest changes are found for the short-
wave radiative forcing in the Equatorial Pacific, and for the latent and sensible
heat fluxes in the convection sites of Labrador and the Southern Ocean. The
variability of the incoming shortwave radiation is linked to changes in the total
cloud cover, that is characterised by comparatively small climatological values
near the Tropics (Figure 5.11, left), but attains large standard deviation values
over the tropical Pacific (Figure 5.11, right). It cannot be established, however,
if these variations respond to internal climate processes or are directly driven
by radiative changes. A regression analysis is thereby considered to isolate the
actual influence of the total radiative forcing (Figure 5.12). Regarding the cloud
coverage, the main changes associated to a RF increase consist of a general cloud
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Fig. 5.9: a-d) Regression patterns in FOR2 between the anomalies of OHC in
the upper 700 m (in 108J/m2) and the standardised series of the total radiative
forcing, the equivalent forcing of GHGs, the solar irradiance and the effective solar
constant, respectively. Significance is addressed as in Fig. 5.8. e-f) Composite of
the OHC differences between the 5 years following and 5 years preceding the top
10 and 25 largest preindustrial eruptions. Significance is established at the 0.05
level through a Monte Carlo test based on 1000 random selections in CTRL2.
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reduction at extratropical latitudes and a remarkable increase over the Ross Sea.
These changes clearly correlate with variations in shortwave radiation. At mid-
latitudes cloud cover decreases leading to increased solar radiation at the surface,
while at high latitudes the incoming radiation is reduced in response to the larger
cloud fraction (Figure 5.12c). However, the effect of the latter negative shortwave
anomalies is offset by the opposite contribution of outgoing longwave radiation,
and both latent and sensible heat fluxes (Figure 5.12c-e).

Adding up all the different influences, there is a worldwide net surface warm-
ing following the increases of the RF (Figure 5.12b), with larger values in the
regions of deep convection and also in the extratropics. In the convection regions
the surface warming is not directly attributable to a thermal response to the
radiative forcing but it is rather a result of the vertical mixing, since the water
column experiences a net cooling (Figure 5.9a). In the rest of the ocean the warm-
ing is observed both at the surface and integrated in depth, the OHC increase
being therefore related to the downward penetration of the net positive heat flux
into the ocean. Besides, the larger response at midlatitudes is likely linked to
a local increase of solar radiation at the surface that responds to a significant
reduction of cloud coverage. Indeed, the rest of contributions to the net surface
heat flux do not reproduce this different latitudinal response.
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Fig. 5.11: Climatological mean (left) and standard deviation (right) of the total
cloud cover (in %) in FOR2.

We turn now our attention to the temporal features associated to the influence
of the different radiative forcings. A cross-wavelet analysis (Grinsted et al., 2004)
is used to investigate the spectral coherence between the OHC and the different
forcings throughout the last millennium. The total equivalent radiative forcing is
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Fig. 5.12: In-phase regression patterns in FOR2 between the standardised total
radiative forcing and a) the total cloud cover (in %), b-f) the different components
of the net surface heat flux (in W/m2).

found to lead (since arrows have a small northward component) OHC variabil-
ity at multiple timescales, mostly from decadal to secular (Figure 5.13). In the
preindustrial period, most of this influence comes from volcanoes, as highlighted
by the good agreement between the cross-wavelet spectra in Figures 5.13 and
5.14a. Indeed, coherence at interannual timescales is only present when radiative
forcing is punctuated by the effect of volcanism. Besides, the influence of volcanic
aerosols is also relevant at lower-frequencies. Strong volcanoes impact as a step
down signal on the OHC curve (Figure 5.14a, upper panel), as it has been already
described in other forced simulations (Gleckler et al., 2006a; Gregory et al., 2006;
Gregory, 2010). This influence, in periods of intense volcanism (e.g. 1150 to 1300
AD or 1550 to 1700AD), can dominate the OHC variability at multidecadal and
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even secular timescales. Solar variability (Figure 5.14b), in contrast, shows some
short intervals of coherence with the OHC at interdecadal timescales (periods of
10 to 32 years). In the last few centuries of the millennium, the slowly-varying
GHGs share part of the OHC secular variability, and also some multidecadal
variability after the beginning of the industrial era (Figure 5.14c).
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Fig. 5.13: Top: Standardised time series of the total radiative forcing and the
OHC in the upper 700 m in the FOR2 simulation. Bottom: Cross-wavelet spec-
trum between both time series. The black contours enclose areas where the co-
herence is significant at a 5% level according to a Monte Carlo test. The arrows
indicate the phase of their interrelationship (‘westerlies’ account for phase zero).
Note that positive phases (represented by northward arrows) correspond to the
forcing leading the OHC changes. The cone of influence (thick black curve) ac-
counts for the region the edge effects become important. The horizontal dotted
line highlights the frequency corresponding to a 10 yr timescale.

So far, the analysis has been centred on the instantaneous OHC response to
the external forcing factors. Correlations in Figure 5.15 illustrate their influence
at other lags. For the total radiative forcing, significant correlations are found
for lead times from 50 to 0 years, and maximum values when it leads the OHC
changes by 1-2 years. This maximum impact is associated to the short-lived in-
fluence of volcanoes (blue line). In contrast, the slowly varying solar and GHG
forcings show maximum correlations for lead times of 20 and 70 years, respec-
tively. This delayed response points to a gradual accumulation of the energy going
into the ocean, whose timescale is set by slow vertical diffusion processes.

At higher-frequencies, and in particular at interannual timescales, coherence
with the radiative forcing is limited (Fig 5.13) and only the volcanic forcing can
explain some OHC variability. Hence, this is the range of frequencies at which
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Fig. 5.14: The same as in Fig. 5.13 but for OHC700 and: a) The standardised vol-
canic forcing; b) The standardised solar irradiance; c) the standardised effective
GHG forcing.

internal variability is bound to account for a larger fraction of OHC variability,
especially during periods of low volcanic activity (e.g. 1300-1450 AD). The next
section develops a comprehensive analysis of its potential impacts.
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Fig. 5.15: Time-lag correlations in FOR2 between the OHC in the upper 700 m
and the different radiative forcings. The thin colored horizontal lines represent the
threshold value for significance associated to each forcing. Significance is assessed
as in Fig. 5.8.

5.3 Contributions to OHC change from internal climate
variability

5.3.1 Influence of internal variability over the last 55 years

Previous sections suggest a potential role of internal modes of variability to locally
modulate the upper ocean warming trends in the observational period. Globally,
internal climate variability has been proposed to explain part of the interannual
OHC changes during the last millennium, especially during periods of low volcanic
activity. Other works also support the influence of different modes of climate
variability on the OHC. For example, there is particular evidence that ENSO-
related variability has produced noticeable interannual OHC changes during the
observational period (Willis et al., 2004). Thereby, other climate modes involving
large-scale SST changes, such as the AMO or the PDO, can also potentially affect,
locally or globally, the OHC budget. Besides, it is also known that predominant
atmospheric patterns, such as the NAO, can locally alter the air-sea heat fluxes
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at the ocean surface and trigger deep convection events (Pickart et al., 2003),
thus also contributing to heat exchange with the deep ocean.

A first evaluation of the influence of modes of climate variability on the
observed and simulated OHC is performed in the whole instrumental period
(e.g. 1955-2010). For this analysis, three well-known modes of SST variabil-
ity are explored, namely, ENSO (represented by El Niño 3.4 index), PDO and
AMO, along with the NAO. All the observed climate indices are obtained from
NOAA/OAR/ESRL Physical Sciences Division‡. In the forced simulations, the
climate indices are calculated following their respective definitions. ENSO corre-
sponds to El Niño 3.4 index, defined as the mean SST value from 5◦S to 5◦N and
170◦ to 120◦W (Trenberth, 1997). The PDO index is derived as the leading PC of
monthly SST anomalies in the North Pacific Ocean, poleward of 20◦N (Mantua
et al., 1997). And finally, the AMO is defined as the detrended average of Atlantic
SST anomalies north of the Equator (Enfield et al., 2001). For the calculation
of all these indices, the local SST anomalies are calculated with respect to the
global SST mean, thus filtering out the influence of the global warming signal and
only representing the internal natural variability (Zhang et al., 1997). Finally, the
NAO is calculated as the leading mode of SLP anomalies in the North Atlantic
(Wallace and Gutzler, 1981).

The corresponding OHC fingerprints are illustrated in the regression patterns
of Figure 5.16. Both the observed ENSO and PDO indices show similar patterns,
with the former showing stronger equatorial anomalies, and the latter larger im-
pact in the North Pacific. Generally, both patterns are associated with an eastern
warming and a western cooling of the upper Pacific ocean that could explain the
local shift in OHC trends from 1955-1990 to 1991-2010 (see Figure 5.3). In con-
trast, in the model the zonal dipole structure is only observed at the Equator
for the ENSO index, and at the North Pacific for the PDO, suggesting that the
model cannot capture the coupling between both modes (Newman et al., 2003).
Regarding the AMO, it relates in the observations to positive OHC anomalies
over the whole Atlantic, but shows no significant changes in FOR1+A2. This
probably indicates that, given the limited time period, no relevant changes of
this index are taking place in the simulations. The most significant impact of the
NAO in the observations is a cooling over the Labrador and Irminger Seas, that
is partly reproduced in the simulations. These also simulate an OHC increase at
midlatitudes, similar to the one already described in response to the radiative
forcing (Figure 5.9). Therefore, this imprint is more probably associated to the
recent changes in the forcing, which may be also having an impact on the NAO.
Besides, the final tendency to negative NAO values in the observations can ex-
plain the remarkable warming of the North Atlantic since year 1990 (see Figure

‡ http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/climateindices/list/

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/climateindices/list/
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5.3). The analysis is on the following extended to the last thousand years, to
better determine the spatial impacts associated to the previous modes and the
predominant timescales of their influence.

5.3.2 Modes of climate variability and OHC in the last millenium

The regression patterns in Figure 5.16 are now calculated for the complete FOR2
simulation (Figure 5.17). The patterns corresponding to ENSO and the PDO are
similar to those described during the observational period. Besides, the AMO is
now related to a general warming in the North Atlantic, more in line with the
OHC pattern described for the observations. It also shows a local cooling in the
Labrador Sea and some positive OHC anomalies in the North Pacific, near the
region where the PDO occurs. Similar features are also observed in the pattern
of the NAO (Figure 5.17d). This suggests a link between the three modes in the
model. Indeed, the AMO is known to be related to changes in the AMOC (Knight
et al., 2005), which were found to be driven in the forced runs by changes in the
NAO (see Chapter 4). Also, the interrelationship between the NAO and the
Arctic Oscillation (AO) may explain an atmospheric influence over the North
Pacific, and thereby on the PDO. The lead-lag relationship at low-frequencies
between the previous indices in the model is explored in Figure 5.18. The NAO
leads the AMO and PDO changes by 2 and 4 years, respectively. Furthermore,
the radiative forcing is found to have a leading role on the NAO, which lags the
total RF changes by about 1 year.

The influence of these modes in the OHC variations is now explored in a
temporal and spectral perspective. For this, a cross-wavelet analysis is again em-
ployed (Figure 5.19). In the previous analysis of the forcings, that have a world-
wide impact on the upper OHC, the coherence was established with respect to
the global OHC integral. In this case, however, the different modes produce more
localised influences, and thereby the coherence is investigated locally. Each index
is compared with the OHC average in the region where its influence is origi-
nally taking place (dotted rectangles in Figure 5.17). For example, for ENSO,
the OHC is averaged in the Equatorial Pacific. Both timeseries (i.e. ENSO and
the OHC average) show a high degree of coherence at interannual timescales,
and also relative good agreement from decadal to multidecadal timescales. Al-
though in some particular periods (e.g. 1100-1300) coherence is damped above
decadal timescales, overall ENSO explains most of OHC variability in the region.
In contrast, both the PDO and AMO show a limited influence in the interannual
OHC variability at their respective centers of action. Furthermore, both indices
show alternating periods of good and poor coherence with the local OHC at
multidecadal timescales. The fact that the phase of the relationships (arrows in
Figure 5.19) remains stable throughout the whole simulation, with ‘easterlies’
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Fig. 5.17: Regression patterns between the anomalies of OHC in the upper 700
m (in 108J/m2) and the standardised indices in the whole FOR2 simulation: a)
niño3.4; b) PDO; c) AMO; d) NAO. Significance is addressed as in Fig. 5.8. The
black dotted rectangles delimit the regions assessed in the cross-wavelet analysis
of Fig. 5.19.

in Figure 5.19b accounting for a North Pacific cooling and ‘westerlies’ in Figure
5.19c representing a mid-latitude North Atlantic warming, both compatible with
the corresponding OHC patterns in Figure 5.17, points to a real but intermittent
modulation of the OHC by both indices. The reasons for this discontinuous in-
fluence are not clear to us, although some impact of the radiative forcing cannot
be excluded. Indeed, Figure 5.9 showed that OHC in both regions, unlike in the
equatorial latitudes, is particularly sensitive to changes in the radiative forcings.
Finally, the NAO shows a good degree of coherence, although subject to some in-
termittences, with interannual and interdecadal OHC variability in the Labrador
Sea. Interestingly, the phase of this relationship changes at different timescales.
For periods up to 30 years, the ‘easterlies’ indicate a direct association between
the NAO and a cooling over the Labrador Sea, as expected given the leading role
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of the NAO on the AMOC already discussed in Chapter 4. Besides, at longer
timescales some periods (e.g. 1300-1500) give evidence of the contrary relation-
ship. As the NAO has been found to respond to variations in the total radiative
forcing (Figure 5.18), the Labrador warming observed at low frequencies could
be actually attributed to the direct influence of this forcing.

5.4 Conclusions

The main aspects of the upper OHC variability, and its response to the external
forcing and internal modes of climate variability have been assessed in a suite of
observations and model simulations covering the period 1000 to 2100 AD.

Simulations are first evaluated in the instrumental period. Overall, the model
overestimates the warming trend and underestimates the decadal OHC variabil-
ity. The misrepresentation of trends is explained to some extent by the lack of
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sulphate aerosols in the simulations, whose cooling effect is known to partially off-
set the GHG-driven warming (Delworth et al., 2005). The agreement at decadal
timescales could also be improved, as indicated by Gregory et al. (2004), by es-
tablishing the OHC comparison within the mask of well-observed regions in the
ocean. The spatial distribution and intensity of the upper warming trends have
changed from 1955-2010 to 1991-2010. These changes respond, respectively, to
a sustained increase of the net radiative forcing (mostly associated to an ac-
celeration of GHG emissions) and a shift in the values of the PDO and AMO
indices.

During the last millennium, the simulated OHC is subject to the effect of
initial drifts. To assess the importance of these trends, the simulations have been
compared with several reconstructions of SL variability, the only proxy available
with a direct relationship with the OHC. Since the model is not able to reproduce
the changes in the melting of land ice sheets, only the thermosteric component
has been considered. The comparison with the SL proxies has allowed for a drift
correction since year 1700. Besides, the model suggests that thermal expansion
has only contributed to one sixth of the total observed sea level rise in the last 200
years. Also, to minimise the effect of the drift, the subsequent analysis concerning
the OHC throughout the last millennium is focused on the upper 700 m of the
FOR2 simulation.

The spatial imprint of the radiative forcing has been explored. All the individ-
ual forcings show a similar impact, with larger effect at extratropical latitudes.
This larger response at midlatitudes is partly explained by a local reduction in
cloud cover, thus allowing a larger fraction of solar radiation to reach the ocean
surface. Other contributions to the net surface heat flux, such as the outgoing
longwave radiation or the sensible and latent heat fluxes do not reproduce this
different latitudinal response. In the preindustrial era, most of the forced OHC
variability is associated to volcanism, with some solar contribution at interdecadal
timescales (periods from 10 to 30 years). After 1850, low-frequency OHC variabil-
ity is mainly responding to the increased GHG concentrations, and the influence
of volcanic activity remains important at decadal and intradecadal timescales.
Interestingly, the ocean shows a delayed response to all the radiative forcings,
with the largest impacts occurring about 2, 20 and 70 years after the changes in
volcanic, solar and GHG forcing, respectively.

Finally, the contributions from several natural modes of climate variability has
been determined. The influence of ENSO is mainly localised in the Equatorial
Pacific, where it dominates the local OHC variability from interannual to multi-
decadal timescales. This predominant role of ENSO to drive local OHC variability
at all timescales is in line with a major contribution of internal variability in the
Tropics, and a largest impact of the external forcing at extratropical latitudes.
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Likewise, positive PDO and AMO indices relate respectively to a cooling in the
North Pacific, and warming at midlatitudes in the North Atlantic, both modes
contributing discontinuously to OHC variability at multidecadal timescales. The
NAO, in the model and observations, produces a cooling over the Labrador Sea,
that in the simulations gives rise to a strengthening of the AMOC cell. This im-
pact takes place from interannual to interdecadal timescales. To conclude, the
fact that natural modes of climate variability, such as ENSO, PDO or AMO can
impact the OHC globally or locally is important in the coming decades, since
they can temporarily mitigate or intensify the ocean warming signal, and also
can locally modulate the global sea level rise.
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Conclusions and discussion

De la mar al percepto,

del percepto al concepto,

del concepto a la idea,

–¡oh, la linda tarea! –,

de la idea a la mar.

¡Y otra vez a empezar!

Antonio Machado. Campos de Castilla. 1912

This thesis has assessed the main aspects of ocean variability and predictabil-
ity at millennial timescales, with particular emphasis on the processes governing
the strength of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation, and also on the
contributions to the variability of ocean heat content and thermal expansion
throughout the last millennium. The work has been structured in three different
but related topics, each explored in one specific chapter.

A summary of the main findings and specific conclusions of the different
analyses in this work has been detailed at the end of the corresponding chapters.
Also, throughout this thesis, some general issues emerged that are important for
the interpretation of the results. In Section 6.1 both the main findings and their
respective caveats are highlighted (in italics) and discussed in depth. Finally, an
insight into the open questions for future work is given in Section 6.2.
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6.1 Conclusions

Predictability of deep water formation, and thereby of the AMOC, can be
largely controlled by the integration of heat fluxes in the North Atlantic. A re-
gression model for the AMOC strength has been developed in CTRL1, based on
two different predictors. The first is associated to persistent air-sea heat fluxes
over the Eastern Labrador Sea. This local influence is integrated for the 10 years
preceding the MOI changes. This index alone is able to explain more than 70%
of the Ekman-filtered MOI variance. The second forerunner explains about an
extra 10% of variance and is related to a buildup of positive density anomalies
in the Western Irminger region, in turn related to changes in the outflows from
the Nordic Seas, and the gyre in the vicinity of the Irminger Sea.

Predictive regression models based on the indices previously defined can repro-
duce the most important rapid MOI increases and decreases. However, different
methods for the selection of predictors taking into account the asymmetric oc-
currence of such events can improve the performance of the prediction model.
In CTRL1, the large, rapid AMOC changes are well described by the first pre-
dictor, although their magnitude tends to be underestimated. In contrast, the
contribution of the second predictor is usually negligible. This indicates that
other processes not included in the model may be more important for the onset
of these rapid events. Also, the analysis has shown evidence of some asymmetric
behaviour in the occurrence and impacts of the large decadal MOI increases and
decreases. Therefore, a separate analysis of the largest increases and decreases is
recommended to identify new predictors for the regression model.

The wind can play a major role in driving the AMOC variability at high and
low frequencies. In the ECHO-G simulations, interannual AMOC variability is
largely influenced by changes in the Ekman transport associated to three well-
known modes of climate variability: ENSO, EA and NAO. Likewise, from decadal
to secular timescales, AMOC variability responds to changes in Labrador con-
vection, favoured in turn by a wind-driven cooling over the region. In the forced
millennial simulations the wind changes, similar to those observed during the
occurrence of tip-jet events south of Cape Farewell (Pickart et al., 2003), are
ultimately forced by changes in the NAO, with a lead time of 1-2 years. Further-
more, the NAO produces a local decrease in the OHC, reproduced both in the
simulations and the observations.

Natural modes of climate variability can produce remarkable local changes in
the upper OHC. Besides the effect of the NAO, already described above, ENSO
and PDO variability relate respectively to a tropical warming and extratropi-
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cal cooling in the Pacific ocean, while the AMO is associated to a general OHC
increase at midlatitudes in the North Atlantic. However, there are significant
differences in the predominant timescales of the previous impacts. While ENSO
dominates the local OHC variability at all frequencies, both the PDO and AMO
show intermittent impacts on the OHC, mostly at multidecadal timescales.

The mechanisms and interactions can be specific to the model and experiments
considered, and thereby need to be interpreted within the model biases and short-
comings. Inferences about the particular regions, the specific mechanisms and
their corresponding timescales would require further evidence from other models
and paleo-reconstructions. In the ECHO-G model the representation of ocean
dynamics and thereby of deep water formation is limited both by the coarse res-
olution and by the fact that it is not eddy-resolving. The model misrepresents
quantities as the overflow over the Greenland-Scotland Ridge (0-3 Sv, Figures 3.1
and 4.1), or the intensity of the subpolar gyre (∼15 Sv), both below the range of
observational estimates of 6 Sv (Olsen et al., 2008) and 25 to 40 Sv (Clarke, 1984;
Reynaud et al., 1995; Bacon, 1997), respectively. In particular, the realism of the
overflows is constrained by the inaccurate representation of ocean topography
(e.g. Roberts and Wood, 1997). Likewise, deep convection is generally weak in
the North Atlantic as compared to observations (Marshall and Schott, 1999), and
locally overestimated over the Central Irminger Sea. As a result of the different
unresolved processes, the typical timescales of the mechanisms described herein
might be rather long. Indeed, latitudinal propagation of overturning anomalies is
significantly faster in eddy-permitting models, due to a better representation of
fast boundary waves (Getzlaff et al., 2005). Despite all these uncertainties, our
results are physically consistent, and thereby illustrate processes and mechanisms
with a potential contribution to real ocean variability.

The influence of initial conditions can hinder the analysis of forced simu-
lations, in particular when the deep ocean is involved. This effect is especially
clear in FOR1, that starts unusually warm due to too short a spin-down period
insufficient to bring the model to an equilibrium state with the forcing condi-
tions in 1000 AD. In quantities with an evident initial drift, the target period for
the analysis has been shortened accordingly. In the particular case of the ocean
heat content, given the persistent effect of the starting conditions in FOR1, the
whole analysis at millennial timescales has leaned on the FOR2 simulation, which
proved to start with a steadier ocean state.

Changes in the model version employed can also introduce significant differ-
ences in the simulated climatology and internal variability. Two different CTRL
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simulations have been used in this study, run under different versions of the
ECHO-G model. The notable discrepancies in the respective longterm mean
ocean states call for caution when extrapolating the results and mechanisms in
Chapter 3 to Chapter 4. For example, Figure 6.1a shows evidence of a stronger
AMOC cell in CTRL2, associated to an intensification of the GSR overflow. Also,
remarkable differences are observed in the convection regions (Figure 6.1b), with
less convective activity south of Greenland, and enhanced activity in the Inner
Labrador, the Irminger and the Nordic Seas. Therefore, potential changes in the
driving mechanisms of the AMOC, both spatial (e.g. the deep convection sites)
and temporal (e.g. integration period of heat flux anomalies), should be expected
from CTRL1 to CTRL2.
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Fig. 6.1: Long-term differences between CTRL2 and CTRL1 for the: a) AMOC
streamfunction (in Sv); b) Potential Energy Released by Convection (PERC, in
mW/m2).

In the last millennium, the GHG forcing produces the largest impacts in the
ocean. Starting in the Industrial Era and continuing in the future scenarios, the
AMOC experiences a final decrease of up to 40% with respect to the prein-
dustrial average, following a weakening of Labrador convection due to reduced
evaporation and increased precipitation at high latitudes. This estimate is within
the range of future projections with different climate models (Schmittner et al.,
2005; Schneider et al., 2007). Likewise, the future scenario simulations predict a
thermal expansion of 0.14-0.17 m during the 21st century. A rough estimate of
the additional contributions to sea level rise not represented by the model (e.g.
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melting from glaciers and land ice sheets) can be made by establishing a compar-
ison with sea level reconstructions in the past 200 years (Jevrejeva et al., 2008a;
Church and White, 2011). In this period, simulated thermal expansion represents
a sixth of the total observed sea level rise. The ratio increases to one third in the
period 1955-2010, but it is most probably overestimated due to the missing effect
of sulfur aerosols. Indeed, comparison with observations of thermal expansion in
this same period also suggest a contribution of about one sixth. Assuming that
this ratio holds during the 21st century, the total sea level rise would be in the
order of one meter, well above the values reported in the IPCC 4th Assessment
Report (Meehl et al., 2007). Yet, this simple estimate is in the range of recent
global sea level projections (Rahmstorf, 2007; Pfeffer et al., 2008; Vermeer and
Rahmstorf, 2009; Grinsted et al., 2010; Jevrejeva et al., 2010). The unresolved
contribution of continental ice melting prevents, however, a rigorous sea level
budget in the ECHO-G simulations. These missing processes can also affect the
representation of other quantities, like the AMOC. If Greenland ice sheet melt-
ing was represented, the associated freshwater input would act to hamper deep
convection, thus probably accelerating the simulated weakening of the AMOC
strength throughout the 21st century.

In the absence of anthropogenic forcing, the short-lived volcanic aerosols tend
to produce larger impacts than the slowly varying solar irradiation. During the
preindustrial period, volcanic forcing dominates the radiative response from in-
terannual to multidecadal timescales (see Figure 5.14). In contrast, the impact
of solar activity is considerably smaller. In the ECHO-G simulations, the cool-
ing signal of volcanoes penetrates slowly into the ocean, where it persists for
about a decade (Figure 4.13). The integration of this signal in periods of intense
volcanism (e.g. 1150-1300 AD) introduces multidecadal changes in upper ocean
temperature, and thereby in the OHC. The upper ocean cooling in the convec-
tion regions of the North Atlantic also induce a dynamical oceanic response to
the largest volcanoes, that produce a slight strengthening of the whole AMOC
circulation (see Figure 4.11b). However, the magnitude of this dynamic response
is significantly weaker than that observed for the increasing GHGs. The lower
sensitivity of the AMOC to the moderate forcing (e.g. solar irradiance and vol-
canic aerosols), is probably fostered by misrepresented deep convection in the
model, given the lesser role that the high latitudes (more sensitive to the forcing)
are found to play on deep water formation.

The main sources of uncertainty concerning the analysis of the forced response
reside on the reconstructions considered, the model resolution and the method-
ologies applied. The range of solar variability between the Maunder Minimum
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and the present climate has been reduced in a factor of 2-4 by recent estimates
(Wang et al., 2005; Krivova et al., 2007; Tapping et al., 2007), as compared to
the ones employed herein (Lean et al., 1995; Crowley, 2000). These new esti-
mates should significantly weaken the global response in temperature, and thus
reduce the global and local influence on the OHC. A significant AMOC response
to these weaker temperature changes is therefore more unlikely. Also, the ocean
impact of volcanic aerosols might be underestimated in the model because of
the low-resolution, the simplified physics and the smoothing effect of composite
averaging. The timing and latitude of the different eruptions could not be pre-
scribed, since the volcanic forcing is included as a direct modulation of the solar
constant. Therefore, only the most general effect of volcanoes can be reproduced
in the ECHO-G simulations. In line with our findings, other works analysing
large individual eruptions (e.g. Tambora, Pinatubo, Krakatoa) find a deep cool-
ing signal persisting for several decades (Gleckler et al., 2006a,b), that may have a
large impact on the AMOC (Stenchikov et al., 2009). The Bergen climate model,
with a higher resolved atmospheric component, also shows a remarkable AMOC
strengthening, caused both by the direct radiative cooling, and a volcanic modu-
lation of the NAO (Ottera et al., 2010). Yet, one of the main open questions is to
determine whether and how the AMOC responds to the increasing GHG concen-
trations, given the uncertainty in the future emissions (Nakicenovic et al., 2000)
and the complexity of the feedback mechanisms involved. Indeed, in response to
identical future scenarios, different models simulate somewhat different changes
(Schmittner et al., 2005; Schneider et al., 2007). The multi-model spread is rather
large, but no model predicts an abrupt change or a complete shutdown of the
AMOC within the next century (Meehl et al., 2007), as observed in the ECHO-G
simulations. Finally, the potential effect of other forcing factors is discussed. None
of the forced simulations incorporate the influence from sulphate aerosols, which
probably results in an overestimation of both the ocean warming and AMOC
weakening (Delworth and Dixon, 2006) since the beginning of the industrial era.
Changes in the vegetation cover, which have been found to attenuate the indus-
trial warming trend in other GCM simulations (Bauer et al., 2003), were not
included either. The associated cooling could also influence the variability of the
AMOC, but the nature and magnitude of this change remains still uncertain.

6.2 Open questions and lines for future work

The current analysis is based on a set of different experiments with the ECHO-G
model. These simulations, in turn, are forced by a particular selection of external
forcing factors. This allowed for concentrating on the particularities of internal
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ocean variability and forced response as represented by this specific model and
setup. Although the main shortcomings and their influences have been discussed,
an exhaustive assessment of both model and forcing related uncertainties ideally
requires a comprehensive study including millennial simulations with other state-
of-the-art models covering the whole range of forcing configurations, as well as a
joint evaluation with ocean proxy evidence in the same period.

Thereby, a first natural continuation of this work would be to extend the
model inter-comparison effort started in González-Rouco et al. (2011) analysing
the main aspects of the MCA-LIA transition to key ocean variables like the ones
studied herein. This study would be particularly important for the AMOC, given
the limited knowledge of both its past variability throughout the last millennium
and its sensitivity to the different forcings. Of especial interest is to determine if
the AMOC played an active role during the Little Ice Age. Indeed, some proxy
reconstructions suggest an AMOC slowdown may have been partly responsible
for the anomalously cold climate in the North Atlantic during the LIA, by di-
minishing the meridional heat transport to high latitudes (Broecker, 2000; Lund
et al., 2006).

A limited evaluation of AMOC variability during the short observational pe-
riod can be done at 26◦N, where the monitoring RAPID array is located (Cun-
ningham and Marsh, 2010). In the millennial simulations, a comparison of the
specific ocean conditions preceding the onset of rapid AMOC increases and de-
creases in each model, would help to better confine the regions and quantities
that can anticipate large and rapid AMOC variations in the real ocean. Regard-
ing the heat content, an important aspect to determine is its intermodel range
of variability during the last millennium, and its sensitivity to the different total
equivalent radiative forcings considered.

Another important issue among the forced experiments, most important for
studies of ocean heat content and sea level variability as evidenced by our study,
is the effect of initial conditions in the first hundred years of the simulations.
Given the long time required by the deep ocean to reach thermal equilibrium
and the high computational cost of the simulations, the spin-down periods con-
sidered to drive the model to the desired forcing conditions are not usually long
enough to avoid the presence of some initial drifts. A comparison of the different
spin-down setups considered, and their respective initial trends in the deep ocean
can shed light on the best strategy to save computational time, while minimising
the influence of the drift.
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Despite the evident climatic interest of the study of both the AMOC and the
global OHC, the lack of direct proxy sources of their past variability recommends
two additional lines of research. The first is to extend the model intercomparison
analysis to other related variables with available paleo-reconstructions in the last
millennium, such as the NAO (e.g. Trouet et al., 2009), the AMO (e.g. Gray
et al., 2004) or the changes in SL (e.g. Jevrejeva et al., 2008a; Kemp et al., 2011).
Also of interest are variables and proxies with a direct influence on Greenland’s
climate, given its potential relevance for global climate in the coming decades.
Likewise, the second topic of research would be to analyse the mechanisms linking
the variability of these different variables in the different models and simulations.
For example, the impact of the NAO on Greenland and AMOC variability, or
the relationship of this latter with the changes in the AMO.

Finally, the new lines for future work would also require new tools of analy-
sis. For example, the use of advanced statistical methodologies such as complex
empirical orthogonal functions (CEOFs) or principal oscillation patterns (POPs)
may allow for a better description and improve the understanding on the internal
AMOC oscillatory features, that will facilitate the identification of mechanism for
phase reversal and their comparison among simulations. In particular, this also
allows for the identification of the features of forced and unforced internal AMOC
variability in transient and control experiments with the same model. Non-linear
statistical techniques could also provide additional information on the evolution
of the modes described, and more explicitly on the interaction between modes
like the NAO and the AMOC. Besides, for model and proxy intercomparison,
the use of time-frequency decomposition and classification techniques can help
to identify the common aspects of their variability.
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